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MOUNT VERNON. OHIO: THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1897.

LEGAL NOTICE.

t1 ■ •

GETTING READY

, i.i i i

111 ■ MH I ''': Benjamin

,r over '» yearn..f age. Ralph Ai . hVu.l“,nor‘»ver H yearn of age. and Mary
*i m*nor under 14 vear» of age. each
i., .u 1 of whom reside at No. 3Sat .Mth ntreet.
Chicago. In the county of
.theSlaU‘ of Illinois, will take notlce that on the loth day of April. A. D.. 1897.
^rt;h"r filed her petition in the Com"ion Pleas Court of Knox county. Ohio, in
£*“^ number Sfidz. against the above named
parties and others praying for partition of
the following described real estate, situate
connty of Knox and State of Ohio.
•!!!. I?'}11* n ra,,ge 12. township ft. quarter 4,
and being lot ll and the east part of lot in.
containing 222 acres, more or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate in said state, countv, range, towniP.a?.d ‘luarVr- and belng’lot 15 and part
°’*i .J.c°nlalning 2X5 acres, more or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate In said state, county, range, townsnip and quarter. and being the west part
°f lot 18, containing 18 acres, more or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate In said state, county, township and
range and in quarter I. and being the south
east corner of lot ll, containing 90 acres,
more or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate in the said state, countv, township
and range and in quarter 1. and being the
north-west part <»f lot 8, and containing 187
and three-fourths acres, mure or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate In the said state, county, township
and range and in quarter I. ana being the
east central part of lot 8 and containing So
acres, more or less.
Also the following described real estate,
situate in the county of Knox, and state of
Ohio, and In range ll. townships, and in
section 17. and being part -out of lot No. 9,
containing I and 75-iuo acres, more or less.
All of the above described real estate being
premises owned bv Benjamin Bell in his
I * I* i*me and of which he died seized.
.that
k » .J>ra^r
also f°r a decree finding
the above named parties defendant
have nu interest or estate in the said properjT,an<* f°r KeneraI equitable relief.
said parties are required to answer on or
before the 12th day of June. 1897, or Judg
ment may l»e taken against them
J. B. WaiGHTand Coopkk A Moohk.
.. ~
Attys. for the Plaintiff.
April 20th, 1897.

Every expectant mother has
a trying ordeal to face. If she does not

SPRING CLOTHING.
there is no telling
what may happen.
Child-birth is full
of uncertainties it
Nature is not given proper assistance.

First in the Field, First in
Fabric, Fit, Finish
Mother’s Friend
and Fashion.

SPRING STYLES
NOW READY.

SHERIFF’S SALE
Wilmot Sperry
vs.
Charles Hatton et al.
Knox Common Pleas.
■> Y virtue of an order of sale issued out
of the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
county. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
for sale at the door of the Court House, in
Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on

Saturday, the 29th day of May, 1887,
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
said day. the following described lands and
tenements, to-wlt:
Situate in the county of Knox and State of
Ohio, to-wlt:
Being all that lot or parcel of land situate
In the west part or half of lot number 0. in
the 3d quarter of the eth township, and 14th
range, U. S. military lands. Being all of
said lot which was conveyed bv Henry B.
Curtis to Noble Wler. by deed dated Decem
ber 10. 1853, and by said Wler and wife to
Daniel Hatton, by deed dated February 13th,
1862. save and except the following tract
thereof sold to John Jackson. Jr., bv J. W.
Jackson, administrator of said Daniel Hat
ton. now deceased, and described as follows:
Beginning at a stake57 and 7-100 rods east of
the southwest corner of said lot No. 8, which
corner Is marked by a stake; thence north 3
degrees, east 129 anil IS-lOO rods to a stone on
the south line of John Jackson's 20-acre
tract; thence south 87*i degrees, east 33
and 5-100 rods to a stone: thence south
3 degrees, west 78 and 53-100 rods along the
west line or side of B. Harris’ land to a
stake; thence south 87 M degrees, east 43
rods to a stone: thence south
degrees,
west 50 and in-100 rods along the west line of
Gardner's land to a stone: thence north 874f
degrees, west 75 and 3-100 rods to the place
of beginning,
Thee land Intended
int
to be conveyed bv this
mortgage Is estimated to contain 40 acres,
more or less.
Appraised at *735.00.
Terms of sale—Cash.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
Sheriff. Knox Countv. Ohio.
H. H. & K. M. UitKEK. Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, April 28, i’897.

We would direct special attention to our great va
riety of

$5.00, $7.50, $10.00 and $12.00 Suits.
So confident are we of their strong value that we
beg a comparison with the best that others can show at
$300 to $5.00 higher in price.
You can buy a good Boy’s Suit of us for $1.00.
Men’s Pants worth $2.50 for $1.50.
Boys’ Knee Pants 15 cents a pair or two pair for 25
cents.
Waterproof Collars for 10 cents.
Men’s Working Shirts worth 25 cents for 15 cents.
Men’s Laundered Colored Shirts worth 50 cents for
39 cents, or three Shirts for $1 00.
Men’s Overalls worth 40 cents for 25 cents.
Men’s Socks worth 10 cent3 for 3 cents.
Call and see us before buying elsewhere.
Yours, The Bargain Givers,

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

AMERICA CLOTHING
D. ROSENTHaIL, Proprietors-

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

Opera House Block, CornenMain and Vine Streets, Mt. Vernon, O.

The following account’has been filed for
ettlement and will be heard on Friday,
settle
May 21, 1897, at V o'clock a. m.:
Second and final account by Dwight E.
Sapp, administrator of Emma'J. Graves.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
Mav 21. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
First and final account by Charles Scholes
and John Snlvely, executors of Peter Rlchcrt.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

The following account has been filed for
settlement and will lie heard on Friday.
May 21. 1897. at 9 O’clock a. m.:
Second and final account by Samuel R.
Gotshall. administrator of Henry M. Camp
bell
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
he following account has been filed for
tlement and Mill be heard on Friday
v 21. 1897, at-9 o'clock a. m.:
Irst and final account by Louisa R. Pod administratrix of John R. Poland.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
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NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
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NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

’he following account has been filed for
tlement and Mill be heard on Friday,
y 21. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Irst partial account by Charles Stevens,
•cutorof Altha Blubaugh.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge
rOTIC’E OF HEARING

*

*
*

AS At i «>1 ST

ie following account has been filed for
lement and will be heard on Friday,
21. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. to.:
cond partial account by H. H. Mortley
-dian of D. F. and Hattie Mortley.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

*
*

fOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

following account has been tiled for
lement and will be ht'ard on Friday.
• ->i 18J7 at 9 o'clock a. m.:
fthand final account by Henry Booki administrator of Christian Fisher.
,. a‘lm‘,u’4lr’‘KKASK o. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
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r account has been filed for
' will be heard on Friday,
9 o'clock a. m.:
_ „
nal account by W. W. W alkey,
if John A Wright, who was
ael Matheney.
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frank o. lev ering.
Probate Judge.
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Probate Judge.
HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
r account has been
[1 Mill be heard on Friday,
V o'clock a m.:
.1 account by Daniel L. \ er-

»%«■??. fcsass?.
Prolate Judge.
[EARING AN ACCOUNT.

*
*

account has been filed for
will be heard on Friday,
acwfntby’W. H. Mitchell.

FRANCO- LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
RING AN ACCOUNT.

unt has been filed for
be heard on Fridhy.
»ck a. ni. .unt by Jacob II. Ross,
KNK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

.Mr

*

'he following account has been filed for
tlement and will be heard on Friday.
V 21. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Irst partial account by C. M. Rice, guar
,n of Joseph Hoagland.
F
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.

Probate Judge.
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j
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NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

The following account has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Friday.
Mav 21. 1887, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
First and final account by Samuel Frey

dollar per bottle at all drug stores, or sent
by mail on receipt of price.
Free Books, containing valuable informa
tion for women, will be sent to any a<ldrees
upon application to
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.

TELL AGE BY TEETH.

How tlie Age of a Horse Is Written
in His Mouth.
(New York World.]

The following account has been tiled for
settlement anil Mill be heard on Fridav.
Mav 21.18i»7. at 0 o'clock a. ra.:
First and Anal account by Ellen Albert,
administratrix of Samuel Albert.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

The following account has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Friday
May 21. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Tnlrd partial account by 1. P. Larimore,
guardian of Lewis O. and Alta It. Selbv.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge

is the best help you can use at this time.
It is a liniment, and when regularly ap
plied several months before baby comes,
it makes the advent easy and nearly pain
less. It relieves and prevents “ morning
sickness,” relaxes the overstrained mus
cles. relieves the distended feeling, short
ens labor, makes recovery rapid and cer
tain without any dangerous after-effects.
Mother’s Friend is good for only one
purpose, viz.: to relieve motherhood of
danger and pain.

SI

New, Ready Made Fashionable Spring
Clothing for Men, Boys and Children.

PROBATE COURT.
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Of dry goods advertising as dz
dz
it is usually conducted. To dz
some merchants every arti xiz
dz
dz
cle in their store is a bar dz
dz
gain, and all their values un dz
dz
precedented. Not so here. dz
dz
We have no such idea about dz
dz
our goods, nor do we allow dz
dz
such statements to creep in dz
dz
to our ads. We believe there viz
viz
is something to consider be viz
viz
viz

sides price. QUALITY and viz
STYLE must be right, or no vizviz
viz
matter how low the price it viz
viz
is too high. We invite in viz
viz
spection of our goods and dz
viz
the criticism of well posted viz
viz
buyers. And be convinced viz
viz
that qualities as well as prices dz
viz
viz
are right.
dz

Nixon & Co.,
PUBLIC SQUARE.

viz
viz
dz
dz
viz
dz
viz
viz

Viz

With the aid of a blackboard, various
colored chalks and some seven or eight
horses atHicted with different forms of
unsoundne89 Dr. R S. Iluidekoper last
night, at the American Horse Exchange,
explained to some fifty or sixty auditors
the growth and structu-e of the teeth,
how Io determine the age of a horse and
the exterior appearances of the many
diseases which constitute unsoundness.
The earlier and more important part
of the lecture was taken up by a long
and careful description of the horse’s
mouth. The lecturer showed, first, how
the horse, an herbivorous animal, was
fitted at maturity with the exact form of
tooth to cut and masticate the classes cf
food usually obtained by him. Then in
a very lu£id manner, plainly under
standable by laymen, the lecturer ex
plained the growth and structure of the
teeth, and told how it was that in ordi
nary cases the condition of the incisors
—that is, the front or nipping teeth of
the horse—furnished indisputable evi
dence of the age of the animal.
Instances were cited and specimens
shown of how it was possible to deter
mine the age of a horse by other signs
than the marks on the crown of the
teeth. According to the lecturer, the
table, or the crown, of the incisor teeth
of any horse h, at six, or, at least, seven
years of age. a fairly good certificate of
birth. At that age the outer edging of
enamel, the inner circle of dentine, the
enameled sided ebnrn cup in e7ery
tooth, and the vascular, or living part,
of the tooth, are just wearing down to a
dead level. The anterior edge of the
tooth haa worn down, in fact, to the
level of the posterior. This condition
lasts up to the eighth year, when a
change in the angle at which the upper
and lower teeth meet each other takes
place, and just here comes in another
means of judging of the age of
a horse. If the teeth are set at an acute
angle with the axis of the jaw the ani
mal is young, hut after the ninth or
tenth year the teeth give down until the
angle of incidence is on a line with the
axis of the maxillary bone.
The molar teeth of the horse also af
ford evidence as to age. Being used for
grinding purposes, they are subject to a
great deal of wear and tear. As they
wear ofT on the surface the whole struc
ture of the tooth is forced to the top,
the bone of the jaw atrophizing behind
the root So it comes about that aged
horses have in most cases sunken cheeks,
just like an old man or woman, as the
under jawbone, which in the foal was
rounded, becomes in the aged horse thin
and sharp.

Sick stomach means sick man (or
woman).
Why not he well?
Sick stomach comes from poor food,
pom- nourishment; means poor health,
p^or comfort Shaker Digestive Cor
dial means health and a well stomach.
If we could examine our. stomach we
would understand why it is that so little
will put it out of order.
But, unless we are doctors, we never
see our stomach. We only feel it! We
would feci it less if we took Shaker Di
gestive Cordial.
Shaker Digestive Cordial makes your
stomach digest all the nourishing food
you eat, relieves all the symptoms of
indigestion, acts as a tonic and soon
makes you well and strong again.
The more you take, the less you will
feel of your stomach.
At druggists. Trial bottle ten cents.

Mr. Bryan’s Views

A Washington dispatch says that Wil
liam J. Bryan, is speaking of the Presi
dent’s appo’ntment of coc-miarioners to
visit foreign countries in the interest of
an international monetary conference,
said that he thought the personnel of
the commission was excellent so far as
Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Wolcott were
concerned. Mr. Paine, he said, he did
not know. He further remarked:
Mr. Wolcott’s visit abroad last winter
especially fits him for service as one of
the commissioners and Mr. Stevenson’s
conspicuous position in the Democratic
party and the nation makes his appoint
ment entirely appropriate. The fact
that he is a bimetallist and actively sup
ported the Democratic party in the de
mand for independent action by the
United States instead of being an argu
ment against him will lend weight to his
influence as one of the commissioners.
“All independent bimetallists favor
international bimetallism if that is pos
sible, but do not believe in waiting for
other nations to act. The six and a
half millions who supported the de
mand for independent bimetallism will
heartily rejoice if the commission is
aide to bring about a restoration of in
ternational bimetallism. But a large
majority, if not all independent bimet
allists regard international bimetallism
as a very remote possibility. If the
commissioners fail to secure an interna
tional conference, or if successful and an
international conference does not secure
foreign co-operation for the restoration
of bimetallism the cause of free silver
will be stronger in 1900 than in 1896, be
cause many who have been inclined to
rely on foreign aid will see the necessity
of self-reliance on the part of the people
of the United States.”
Japan’s adoption of the gold standard
has resulted in bleeding the Bank of
England to the tune of 110,000000 in
the past week, and, of course, this is to
be made good by drawing on the United
States, for this i9 the only country that
can be worked to supply new demands
for the precious metal, ns has been illus
trated by the tranffer of American gold
to Austria and Russia through the
bankers of England, France and Ger
many. Under Cleveland ibis gold was
supplied from the United States Treas
ury while the New York banks held on
to their millions like grim death. These
banks now have accumulation of $35,000,000 in gold and can easily ppare $10000.000 out of theii pile. Will they do
this, or will there he another raid on the
United State* Treasury? If the latter,
what will be the action of President Mc
Kinley and Secretary Gage?

The attacks on the civil service law
and the rules adopted in pursuance of
the law continue all along the lines.
Cabinet officers are yielding to partisan
clamor and disregarding the law, mak
ing removals without assigning cause,
but they appear to be hesitatirg in mak
A Delicate Question.
ing appointments in disregard of the
During the Hood of five years ago I law. That will probably come in time.
visited the section below Memphis with There is no advantage to the spoilsmen
a newspaper artist. One afternoon we in siting romovals unless the appoint
were perched on the top of a bit of high ing power is given free swing in tiding
land viewing the waste of waters when vacancies, regardless of the classified
list. It is the restriction on the power
an old negro approached and offered to of appointment that bothers the placesell two fine roosters. With great volu hunters. They get no benefit by removals
bility he explained that the fowls had if appointments are made from the
eaten so much corn, that he could not merit list. A senate committee is en
gaged in investigating the working of
afford to keep them longer, and there the civil service system, with hostile in
fore he had decided to sacrifice them tent, and of course it will hear frightful
and stop the drain on his corn crib. stories from disappointed office seekers
“Where did you get them, uncle?” I ask and removed officials.
ed. The old man locked at us quizzically
for a moment and then said with a
chuckle, “Yo’ gemmen are from the
No’ih, ain’t yo?” “Well, yes.” I re
plied, but what has that to do with it?”
“Becuz, sail,” he said, “no Southern
gemmen evah asks a niggah whah he
gits anything.”—Chicago Times Herald.

The best and simplest way to test
black silk is to burn a small piece. If
it burns out quickly, leaving a clear,
crisp, gray ash, the silk is pure, but if it
smoulders and leaves a heavy red or
reddish brown ash, it has been treated
with chemicals and will not wear well

IN STREET CAKS

A Monopoly Tariff".
riiilatlt-Iplin Times (M Kinley organ.)

The two most striking features of the
senate tariff bill are the complete sur
render to the organized trusts an 1 the
admission that the tariff proposed by
Dingley would not yield the additional
revenue that is the only excuse for
changing the tariff at all.
The senate tariff tinkers expect to
get an increased revenue, but not from
the protective duties. The sources
they chiefly rely on are the increased
duty on sugar, a duty on tea and a
higher tax on beer. These are all good
revenue producers, and if a revenue
bill embodying these features were
passed and the general revisio i of the
tarill dropped, the public necessities
would be better met and much evil
avoided.
The duty on hides is also a revenue
measure, though it is adopted on the
compulsion of the cattle trust that will
be directly benefited by it. Domestic
hides are an inconsiderable part of the
supply required by our tanneries, whose
valuable industry is thus heavily taxed,
hut the duty will add largly to the pro
fits of the great Western concerns that
control the cattle market without bene
fiting the farmer or herdsman one cent.
How much the Sugar Trust is helped
by the senate amendments it is difficult
to say, for the new sugar schedule is
one of those complicated things tha{
only an expect can understand. The
rise in the price of sugar securities on
the stock market showed that the inter
ests of the trust had not been neglected.
The tax on lead ores is artaerant conces
sion to monopoly greed, and the increas
ed tax on carpet wools, that threatens
one of the great industries of our city, is
solely for the enrichment of a few at
the cost of the many.
Wherever they were free to exercise
their judgment, the Republican mem
bers of the finance committee have
shown sound discretion in their altera
tions of the Dingley bill and have knock
ed out many of its most distinctive feat
ures, including the retroactive clause,
the reciprocity clause, the tax on literat
ure and art, and other characteristic
Dingleyisms. By the addition of the
revenue taxes mentioned they have also
shown their disbelief in Dingley’s pre
tense that his bill would cure the deficit.
Thus the house has passed a thor
oughly bad tariff and the senate has hefore it one that is generally more sound,
in proportion as it approaches that now
in force, but with amendments that
make it still more obnoxious to the ex
pressed sentiment of the country. The
only features that are clearly in the
public interest are the new taxes for
revenue only, a^d if only there were
wisdom enough in Congress it is these
alone that would be passed.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
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The Coffin and Funeral Party Were
Conveyed to the Cemetery.
[Rt. Louis Pos'-Dispalch.]

Undertaker II oil man conducted a
WRITTEN FOR THE BANNER BY HON. HUGO PREYER.
funeral on street cars yesterday.
NUMBER XIII.
JL
It was the only way the hotly could
he transfeired from the home to the
cemetery, :is the roads were so deep and
John Shermin said in 1S*J3 in the U. ■ ure and the method of its passage heavy in mud that they were practically
S. Senate on August 30 of that year:
I through this House was a colossal swin- . impassable. An attempt was made
‘‘If we adopt the single standard of i die. I assert that the measure never had Friday to send a light buggy over the
gold without aid from silver, we will . the sanction of this House and it does road, aqd it is still there, half buried in
greatly increase the burden of national not possess the moral force of law.
the mire.
I
‘
and individual debts, disturb the rela Senator Voorhees, January 15, 1878:
Yesterday’s funeral was that of Y»’m
tion between capital and labor, cripple j “The silver dollar is the laboring man’s Izisman, a plasterer, 47 years old, who
the industries of thecountry, still further I dollar as far as he may desire specie. died last Wednesday from a com plica
Absolutely Pure.
reduce the value of silver of which we ' No man has ever been bold enough to tion of typhoid fever and pneumonia,
Celebrated for lt« great leavening
strength and heallbfulness. Assures the
now have in the treasury and among j strike it down, no man ever dared to leaving a wife and five small children.
food against alum and all forms of adul
our people $593,000,000, and of which even whisper of a contemplated assault
The route of the funeral was from teration common to the cheap brands.
kovai. baking powucu co., new y«>uk.
we are the chief producers, and invite a upon it and when the 12th day of Feb., Losman cottage in Walnut Park to
struggle with the great commercial na 1873, approached, the day of doom to Bellefontaine Cemetery by way of the
George Masters, of na*r Atlanta,
tions for the possession of the gold of the American dollar, the dollar of our Walnut Park extension of the Union charges Prof. Joseph W. Adkins, of tho
New Holland high school, with assault
the world.” Can it be possible that this fathers, how silent was the work of the depot street railway.
man, the arch-conspirator, tells one enemy. Not a sound, not a word, no
Undertaker Hoflman, recognizing and battery on his 13 year-old (laughter.
Prof. Adkins plead not guilty and was
etory in the Senate and on the stump note of warning to the American people that it would be impossible to drives put under a bond of $390 for the grand
where it reaches the public ear and an that their favorite coin was to be de line of carriages over the road that was jury. The parents clai iff'the child was
other in secret. It certainly seems so, stroyed as money—that the greatest fi huh deep in mud and full of holes, he outrageously whipped, the skin o.i the
and his vote on all measures have been nancial revolution of modern times was called on Manager Harry Scullin, of the arms in many places being broken.
cast in opposition to his public utter in contemplation and about to be ac Union depot street railway. Mr. Scullin
Scratch for Money.
ances. But what shall we say of those complished agiinst their highest and instructed Superintendent Dan Butler,
honest Republicans who allow them dearest rights.”
of the Bellefontaine Division, to furnish
A fttther’s lot is to dig aud scratch
selves to be continually hoodwinked?
I believe more testimony on this point the bereaved family as many cars as for money, but yet he should uot neg
Wm. P. Kelley, the Father of the to he unnecessary.
would l>e necessary to conduct the lect his baby’s health. Provido your
House, said as reported in the Congress
The greatest swindle ever perpetrated, funeral, and in any other manner as baby with Dr. John W. Bull's Baby
ional Record, Vol. 7, part 2, 45th Con the greatest crime was consummated sist in the programme all gratis.
Syrup when teethiug, aud avoid much
gress, page 1605:
•
Superintendent Butler ran two extra suffering. Mr. J. P. bteiuer, Aurora,
when free coinage of silver was stopped
“In connection with the charge that and the silver dollar dropped from our cars out to Walnut Pa-k at 3 p. m. yes
Mo., who lias had some experience
I advocated the bill demonetizing the coinage. It placed the American peo terday. They were the long, old-style with this remedy, pronounces it “the
standard silver dollar. I say that though ple at the mercy of the monev gam ears, with the seats running from end to best medicine lor babies he has ever
Chairman on the committee on Coin hlers of London and New York. The end. Jack Shrubshall, one of the oldest used in his family.” It costs only 25
age. I was ignorant of the fact that it resumption of specie payments on the motormen on the road, handlel the cents, but fathers should see that they
would demonetize the silver dollar or of first day of January. 1879. was a farce lever on the hearse car, and ^ndy get Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby SjTup.
Sold by
its dropping the silver dollar from our pure and simple. The resumption act Rohan was motorman of the car that
system of coinage as were those distin simply wiped out more legal tender carried the mourners, relatives and Craft & Taugher, East Side Public Square.
guished Senators Messrs. Blaine and non-lnteresi hearing notes of the people friends of the deceased.
At Spencerville the bull wheel nt the
Voirhees. who were then members of and siddled more debts upon them.
The cars stopped in front of the Bos oil well on the Bice farm flew to pieces
the House and each of whom a few The law provided that any one having nian home, and after a short eulogy and while making 200 revolutions per min
days since admitted that they did not $50 or more in greenbacks or non-inter prayer had been said over (he body the ute. Several of the tvorkmen were in, ured by flying pieces, and Melvin
know it nor did they believe that three est hearing notes could take them to the pallbearers, Messrs. Bah, Moeller, Lowry, aged 9 years, was terribly muti
members in the House knew it.”
government and have them exchanged Plack and Schrieber, carried the coffin lated about the head. His leg was also
broken.
There was no conspiracy, oh no, when for non-taxable, interest hearing bonds to the hearse car.
The sliding doors in the rear of the
the Chairman of the committee which Before this act went into effect there
had the bill in charge says that he knew were yet in circulation about $150,000,- car were opened and the coffin was The fie' ll n
nothing of it demonetizing silver. The 000 non-interest hetring legal tender raised and slid over the iron boot of the tlailt
every
whole thing was manipulated by John notes. After the act went into eflect rear platform, and was then carried into
cf
Sherman and perhaps Mr. Hooper. No there were in circulation only $346,000.- the center of the car and placed on two
TkefM
one else was let into the secret and as 090 in notes, and in the pockets of the stools.
li ea
dan*
KCWarc
The
pall-bearers
occupied
seats
in
the
the Senators and Congressmen took the money mongers over one hundred mill
Cf
word of Sherman for it that the bill ion in interest bearing bonds. Oh, we hearse and the family and friends got in
0-A.STOT1.I-A..
the re ir car. When all were readay Th« hemade no change in our coinage laws, are a great people.
• il M
tlalle
erery
but just simply codified them, the Sena
Dear reader Yon have now had a Motorman Shrubshall released the ■tffu’.orc
V.-iffd.
Cf
tors nor Congressmen read the bill.
concise yet comprehensive view and brakes and started the hearse. The
Senator Voorhees said as reported in statement of our financial system. We liter car followed at a respectful dis*
At Newark Judge John David Jones
the Record, Feb. 15, 1878. that he knew have led you up from I860 to 1879. and tance of about 50 feet.
sentenced young Walt-r Garber, the
nothing of it when asked the question what have you learned, if anything?
l»oy who was found guilty of assaulting
Avoid alcoholic preparations for the Miss Hallie Banks with intent to com
by Mr. Blaine and then Voorhees a«ked
1. That notwithstanding the fact we,
Blaine if he knew anything about it, the people, have the power to create hair; they injure it. Hall’s Hair Re- mit rape, to the Mansfield Reformatory.
and Mr. Blaine said he did not.
An unknown man about 30 years of
our own money and the right to use it, newer contains no alcohol: its com
ponents are natural food to produce age was found dead in the park at Chi
Mr. Burchard, of Ill., said July 13, do not do so.
cago Junction Saturday afternoon. Pa
1876 : “The coinage act of 1873, unae
2. That the national hanking and healthy hair.
pers on his person bore the name of
companied by any written report upon bonding system are detrimental to your
Jones and show- that be has been em
RABIES
CURE.
the subject from any committee and interests.
ployed at Springfield, Ohio, as motorman.
unknown to the members of Congress,
3 That a contraction of the volume
who, without opposition, allowed it to of money affects all prices, makes the Tlie Liver of the l>og Recoin nt ended
A will contest was brought by Jane
To Cure the Bite.
Plant and others against Warner Brem
pass under the belief if not the assur price of all your products low and the
er, administrator, and Margaret Bremer
ance, that it made no alteration in the price of money high.
and othert at Warren. The parties are
[Modem
Medicine.]
value of the current coins or changed
4. That the demonetization of silver
children of Matilda Pollock, whose will
the unit of value from silver to gold.”
A French missionary in China wit is in question, and undue influence by
and discontinuance of free coinage is
Mr. Holman, of Indiana, said as re calculated to forever keep the money of nessed recently how two of his carriers the defendants in furnishing the deceas
corded in Congressional Record, Vol. 4. the country scarce and to keep you and were bitten by a rabid dog, and was very ed with intoxicauts and otherwise is al
leged.
part 6, 44th Congress, page 193: “I yours in perpetual slavery.
much worried about it. Several Chinese
In my next article I will review many who happened to be there told him that
have before me the records of the pro
of these pointB in detail and answe;
ceedings of this House on the passage many questions which have been asked his worry was absolutely uncalled for,
of that measure which no man can read me.
since they had an undoubtedly safe
TO BE CONTINUED.
without being convinced that the measpreventive against the poison of a rabid
dog taking effect, and to prove the as
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Backlen s Arnica Salve.
sertion five Chinamen who had been Those uuThe Best 8alve in the world for Cuts bitten in March of last year by a mad
by local applications, as they cannot
sightly
Braises, Sores. Ulcers. Salt Rhenm. Fever
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Sores,
e rupTetter. Chapped Hands, Chilblains dog were presented to the missionary
There is only one way to cure Deafness Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and poaitive- He found that Chinamen eat of the raw
tions, painful boils, annoying pim
and that is by constitutional remedies. ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
ples and other affections, which ap
liver
of
a
mad
dog
aftei
being
bitten,
Deafness is caused by an inflamed con guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re
pear so generally at this season, make
dition of the mucous lining of the Eu funded. Price 25 cents per box. For sals and if they partake of this within a
the use of that grand Spring Medi
22feb-lt
stachian Tube. When this tube gets in bv Geo. R. Baker A 8on’e.
given time after the accident, it is said
cine, Hood’s Sarsaparilla, a necessity.
flamed you have a rumbling sound or
they will not be subject to hydrophobia. The accumulated impurities in tho
imperfect hearing, and when it is en
blood cause very different sxunptoms
Sheriff
McCallister,
of
Washington
tirely closed Deafness is tho result, and county, arrested Benjamin F. McKnight, It is curious that Pliuius in bis Natural
some people. The kidneys,
unless the inflammation caw be taken indicted last week for sustaining crimi History recommends eating the liver of with
liver and bowels arc overmatched in
out and this tube restored to its normal nal relations with his l<)-year-old grand a mad dog, if bitten, as raw as possible,
their efforts to relieve the clogged
condition, hearing will be destroyed for daughter. McKnight is 70 years of and they who could not swallow the
system. Dizzy headaches, bilious
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused by
liver raw should have it cooked and
attacks, failure of apatite, coated
catarrh, which- is nothing but an in age.
drink the broth therefrom. It is not
tongue, lame back, indigestion and
flamed condition of the mucous sur
that tired feeling are some results.
positively known whether this remedy h
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
efficacious, but it appears to ba worthy From the same cause may also conte
scrofula, peuralgio, sciatica or rheu
for any case of Deafness (caused by
of investigation, particularly since this
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s
matism.
seems to be the actual beginning of the
Catarrh Cute. Send for circulars, free.
All these troubles and more may prop
/or Infants and Children.
isopathic
treatment
since
perfected
by
F. J. CHENEY’ <fc CO., Toledo, O.
erly be called “ Spring Humors,”
®ris“3old by Druggists, 75 cents.
Pasteur and Koch.
The faoand just as there is one cause, a cure
dails
is found in just one remedy, and
dgutars
that is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Of
BEATS NATURE.
Mr. Enoch Wickersham, an old resi
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purities the impure
dent of Spring Valley, while out riding
blood, enriches blood which is weak
with his son, fell from the buggy on’o
and thin, vitalizes blood which lacks
the shafts and was kicked by the fright
The decomposed . body of Autoney New Method By Which Fine Din
vitality. Thus it reaches every part
ened horse over the heart, causing in Leitman, of Cleveland, was found in
mnnda Can Be Turned Out.
stant death.
of the human system.
the Muskingum river, a short distance
[New York Press.]
For your Spring Medicine — to pre
below Zanesville. He was an umbrella
If
the
news
sent
to
the
State
Depart

Don’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tour Life repairer, and was addicted to intoxica
vent or cure Spring Humors, take
Away.
ment by the United States Consul at Zu
tion.
If you want to quit tobacco using easily
and forever, be made well, strong, magnetic,
irets stimulate liver, kidneys and rich, Switzerland, is true, the glories of
full of new life and vigor, take No-To-Bac,
bowels.
Never 6icken, weaken or gripe the Koh-inoor, the Orloff diamond, and
the wonder-worker that makes weak men
the Cleveland diamond are in danger of
strong. Manv gain ten pounds in ten days.
A big gas well has been struck on the eclipse. Consul Germain, writing from
Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from
your own druggist, who will guarantee a McDonald-Carey farm near Craaford by
The best —
cure. Booklet and sample mailed free. Ad. Columbus parties. But a fe»' feet in Zurich, tells of a wonderful new process
S' fact the
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.
the rock have been drilled and stones by which real diamonds of the largest One True Blood Purifier. Get only Hood’s.
are be;ng thrown half way up the der size can be manufactured. Diamonds of
,, ...... are the only pills to take
St. Joseph’s church, erected by the rick.
of extremly small size have been artifi u
llOOd S Pills with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
German-speaking Catholics of Lorain,
lust try a loc. box of Cascarets, the cially ppxluced heretofore, but tho cost
at a cost of $18,000, was dedicated by finest liver and bowel regulator ever
of their manufacture exceeded their
Bishop Hortsman, of Cleveland,assisted made.
Piniach Gas on (lie B.
O.
by seven priests. The exercises were
market value. Now, however, according
The adoption of the Pin'sch liglil by the
very imposing.
The Lake Erie
Western railroad to Mr. Germain, one E. Moyat claims
ticket office at Buckland was broken in to have discovered a new process by B. AO.i'.R. necesMlated ibe errcilon nl
to Monday night and four packages of
additional Ptnt«ch gas plant« for Hie pieThere Is a Class of People
matter taken. An entrance which he can produce diamonds of p se of supplying the cars. New plants
Who are injured by the use of coffee. express
was gained to the office by cutting out a the largest dimensions.
have been constructed and are now in operiRecently there hts been placed in all window.
In principle, his process is about the ti»n at Baltimore, Wasldng'on and Pitts
the grocery stores a new preparation
same as the one already invented by burgh, and all ncent inipioveo.euts in the
called GRAIN-O, made of pure grains,
A Household Necessity.
others, and that is to obtain crystallized construction and design of (he special ma
that takes the place of coffee. The
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won carbon out of iron and coal by means chinery required for the production of the
medical discovery of the age, pleas
most delicate stomach r^gpives it with derful
ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently of high pressure and high temperature. gas have been it ct»rpo:a‘ed. There are also
out distress, and but few can tell it from and positively cu kidneys, liver and bowels, Yet there is some improvement in the plants at Cincinnati, St. Louie, Chicago,
the entire system, dispel colds,
?levelen 1, Indianapolis and (’olumbna, O.«
coffee. It does not cost over i as much. cleansing
cure headache, fever,’ habitual constipa Moyat process as regards the technical
Children may drink it with great bene tion and biliousness. Please buy and try a operation. Pulverized coal, iron chips bo that the entire li. O. and B. G.8. \V.
of C. C. C. to-day; 10, SB. 50 cents. Bold
system can easily obtain a supply of Pintsch
fit. 15 cis. and 25 cts. per package. box
and guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
and liquid carbonic acids are placeJ in gas for their cars, which are now equipped
Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0.
a steel tube and hermetically sealed. with the new light.
The Sons of Veterans are busy ar The contents are then subjected to the The Pintsch light is now used by rail
Edward P. Dickey, of Pittson, Penn., ranging for the State convention, to be
roads the world over, and at present there
was appointed City Surveyor of M ar- held at Massillon June 2, 3 and 4. Gov action of an electric arc light by means are over 85,000 cars rquip|>ed with the sys
ren by Mayor Geo. Predmore. Mr. ernor Bushnell and General Jones have of two electrodes introduced into the
Dickey had the position several years both written that they will be there tube. ’ The iron liquifies, is then s t- tem in this country and abrvad.
in order to fully supply llielarge number
ago, but haa since been following min without fail.
urated by part of the pulverized coal, at
of cars wilb gas, over 45 Pint.-ch plants are
ing engineering.
When bilious or costive, eat a Casca- the same time the liquid carbonic acid
Bert Blackford, aged 21, was crushed ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed. evaporates, thereby creating an enor now in operation in v&riout parts cf the
country, extending from the A lantic to the
and instantly killed by a fall of slate at 10c. 25c.
mous pressure on the mixture of iron Pacific oceans, and from the lakes to the
the Victor Mine, near Coalton.
The papers stolen several months ago, and coal. This pressure again consid gulf, and new plarts are being constructed
— The Baltimore <fc Ohio railroad compa when the safe in the office of Mauk A erably increases the dissolution ot the as occasion r,quires.
ny hae secured possession of dock property Reynolds, of Spencerville, was blown coal in the liquid iron. While the mix
at Chicago and Milwaukee for the new lake open, were found in a brush heap east ture is cooling, the carbon crystallizes
line from Fairport. One of the Milwaukee of the Keeth Driving Park. The pa partly in the form of real diamonds and
docks is at 50 West Water street, and has a pers were intact except a $30(1 paid-up partly in the form of similar stones.
certificate issued by the Spencerville
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medi
corrugated iron warehouse 300 by 200 feet,
Home and Savings Association to C. A. These crystals are then segregated by cine ever contained so great curative power iu
with wide entrances for teams and a Mauk, of Toledo.
dissolving
the
iron
in
diluted
muriatic
so small space. They are a whole mediciae
railroad track running its entire length.
Gray Stuter, aged 8, was drowned in acid. The mixture, by the above methThere is another dock on the Menominee
the M tumee river near Spaulding, Sat ' od, remains under high pressure during
river (bat lias a slate covered warehouse
urday evening. He was at the river
325 by 60 feet. Both docks will be used for with his parents fishing, and the first in I the operation of the electric current,
receiving and forwarding freight. The Chi timation they had of the accideut was while by other meth ds the pressure is
cago dock is at the foot of Illinois street, when his hat was discovered floating in ' obtained later only by means of the
chest, always ready, al
and has a 200 foot frontage on the river and the river.
rapid cooling process of the crucible. ways efficient, always sat
runs back to Illinois street. It is estimated
It is only within the past few year' isfactory; prevent a cold
that it has a storage capacity of about 3 000
or fever, cure all liver ills,
that
the possibility of producing dia sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
drunkenness
tons, and it is fully equipped with railway
■WBWl
204irt. Ko piriiUcvel. nionds artificially has been proved.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
DR J. L STEPHENS. LEBANON. OHIO.
ke.
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The 6-y ear-old daughter of George
i Carroll, of Kenton, was probably fatally
scalded by tipping over a large boiler
FRANK HARPER,
filled with scalding water.
The Clark county Gna and Oil GomK<lit«»r a ml Proprietor. pany
BLADENSBURG.
ANKNEYTOWN.
has decided to drill two well* on
the Ollinger farm, near Vienna. Work
will be commenced next week.
Several Deaths—Rev. Hauser’s First Te-nt of Hie Maccabees Organized—
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
Ixxdure—Preparation for .Memorial
Traction Engine Run luto a Creek—
Albert Winger, who escaped from the
workhouse at Canton a few weeks ago,
Day Celebraliou.
Leedy Reunion.
was recaptured in Detroit, lie will
C V. Humphrey was in Newark on bus
M iss Cora Harris was the guest of friends
NO. 6, MONUMENT SQUARE.
pound stone until October 19,1898.
ln»«, Saturday.
ut Goshen the past w»ek
\\ II. Le.-dy
ut Fa* urday evening
Nua tb» five-year old daughter of Mr.
The oldest church in Green county, and
Mrs I^antler M -Cam matt t, died no li e wi It J >nii Guthrie
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. $S. two miles north of Jamestown, owned 14th ins’, and was interred in the Bladen-A go «i lio«w» belonging Io J <bn Adams
by the “Hicksites Quakers,” burned burg rente'ery the Iftth Rev. T. F. Van ran away 1-st Monday, and cannot be
——- —- ----------Friday night. There waa no insurance. Vnorhi* officiating A tin ugh young n fi»U'>d. 'I tie Imrse was grazing in the roud.
sl e has known an aged person'ssui- and w«s frightened by a dog.
Mayor Glidden, of Portsmouth, gave veais
■ $uit vbh i $u$.
F ('. bdgar returned io Mt. Vernon, Sat
fering", having b* en an iuvalid during all
four of the strikers who assaulted Jos- the short y»ars ...............
........family
...........
of tier life. The
have urday. He goes front here to V a erford to
organize a tent of the K O T. M.
eph
Payette,
the
limit
of
the
law,
$20
|
t
j,
e
entire sympathy nt our community,
THURSDAY MORN1 NG......MAY
1897
Ti e Ankneyfown Sunday school will be
Mr. Wm. Hall and wife, of Utica, were
ami costs. Three others were fined $1
sttddetilv called here Saturday by the death taken to H'u«atha Park for a day's recre
each.
ation,
foou
Mrs Hall’s sister.
Goon morning; how is your crop of Governor Bushnell Monday issued a f Mr.
I he Leedy reunion will be held August
A. B. Cummins and w>fe Sandayed
prosperity coining on?
18. in Joseph I^edy's grove.
requisition upon the Governor of Con nth the laitei’s parents
Will Brubaker had ttie bad luck to ditch
Mis Mattha Darling issti'l very j«oorly.
necticut for Bert Fox, who is in that
S. C. Horn and wifes|>eiit a few hours in a (radio i engine Saturday afternoon, which
That tax on l»eer may sooner or later State and is wanted at Marion, Ohio,
tie
vm bringing from Belleville io thia
Vernon last week.
cause the city of Milwaukee to bring for burglary.
Amos Beckholt ami Clint Pipes, of Gam place for his brothe , L M. Brubaker. The
in mine way got b-yond control,
action against the Republican [tarty for
As a result of jumping a fourteen- bier. made a flying tripou their wheels last engine
running down an 6 foot embankment into
obtaining its votes under false preten dollar board bill at the Joy House in Sunday to the Burg
Mrs George Hardin are mourn the creek. The accident occurred ah ut
Findlay, last Decend»er, J. D. Ryder ingMrtheai dloss
ses. ,
of a iittle one about eight two miles south of Belleville
was sent to the Toledo Workhouse for a months obi. being afflicted with brain fever
Quite a number of our young people at
tended meeting at Palmyra Sunday even
It is really too bad that Mark Han term of six weeks.
and whooping cough
H*n«er will deliver his first lectute ing.
na's health has been impaired by the
The storeroom and office of the onItev.
I
The boys have organized a base hall teem
the 20:1. at the Presbyterian church.
Ridgeville
Chair
Company,
located
five
strain caused by the office seekers. The
Preparatinas are being made for the me here, and no doubt with a lit'le practice
«ill
be able to play Ttbiatt's Indians a
miles
from
Elyria,
was
entirely
burned
morial servic s which are to be held at the
poor man should turn over some of the
Saturday night. The loss to the plant Disciple chutch in the afternoon of May 29. el »«e game
heavy work to Mr. McKinley.
_ _____
j b C. Edgar organized a tent of the K O
will be near $20,000.
——
T. M with 1.'! membe-r. The tent will be
officered as follows: Past Grand CommandThe
authorities
at
Lima
allowed
Th« Democratic State Convention
DEMOCRACY.
»r. Dr. G. A. Welker; Grand Commander,
Frank
Roberts,
who
eecatted
jail
at
Up
will be held at Columbus on June 29
C V. Humphrey; Lieutenant Commander,
per Sandusky a few nighta ago, to get
and 30. Hon. Ulric Sloane, of Hilh- away without knowing he was wanted. Decoration Day to Be Observed On Sat (' M. Switzer: Record Keeper, A. P Burg
Final ce Keeper C C. Swank; Pnysician,
urday— Date of Quarterly Meeting er;
boro, will he Temporary Chairman. Roberts was awaiting trial for criminal
Dr. G A Welker; Sergeant, V A. Merrin;
May 22-23.
Knox county is entitled to eight dele assault, and was arrested for riding on
Mister-at-Arms, lobn I/ewip; 1st Master of
trains. After being locked up a few
gates.
Decoration day will he observed on Sat the Guards, Sylves'er Leedy; 21 Mister of
hours he was allowed to go.
urday. instead of Monday. The program is theGuird", F J Snyder; Sentinel, Wm
go< d one atnl quite a good time is exp ct- Li ’; p cket, Frank Halleck; (’baplain, J K
“Thb sugar trust is on top as usual/'
Leedv Mr. Elgar is a hustling organizer,
ed.
says the Washington Star. “Despite all
Q tarterly meeting will be held at the M. and will he with us for Feveral meetings
E church 8a urday and Sunday, May 22 There is goed piospects for a stiong tent
explanations to the contrary, the fact is
I ere.
and
23
palpable that the sugar autocrats dictat
Mr. Constant, the patentee<f the cyclone
SILENT MAJORITY.
ed the covert blow to the Hawaiian rec
attachment on faulting mills, Is doing work
FREDERICKTOWN.
in this vicinity. Those who have bad them
iprocity treaty given in the senate
emu.
placed on thetr n ills are exceedingly well
tariff bill."
Mra. Sarah frill, aged 79 years, died at pleated with the manner it cleans grain and Rev. Boyer to Preach the Baccalaureate

$.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

Tub Chicago Tiraes-Herald definitely
chargee that three United States Sena
tors last week bought and sold through
one broker 9,000 shares of Sugar Trust
stock and netted a profit of $30,000 on
the transaction. If this charge has any
truth in it, it means that the Senate has
again been corrupted.

President McKinley has secured the
resignation of the Kansas negro Mr.
Cleveland made Recorder of Deeds of
the District of Columbia. This is the
man who got into the civil service woodpile and caused that organization so
many sleepless nights, but Mr. Cleve
land protected him as long as he was
able.

Wbu., now suppose Bryan had been
elected President last fall and the ad
vent of prosperity had been delayed
just as it is, what would you have said ?
What would you have done when elec
tion day rolled around ? Be honest and
apply the same logic to the situation
under McKinley as you would to the
situation under Bryan.
Vks Pmsidbnt Hobart declines to
play the czar act in the Senate, and au
thorizes a statement in the Washington
Post that although the tariff bill will not
para as soon as he would like, yet
“there will be no attempt, so far as I
am concerned, to break down the cus
toms and precedents of the Senate.”
The Vice-President knows what is beet
for his own comfort.
The tax on hides is a sop to the Beef
Trust. The Trust managers will not
pay the farmer any more for his steers
nor charge the consumer any less for
his beef; but they will be enabled to in
crease their profits in a left-handed way
on the by-product, which they will sell
to the tanners. The tax on hides is a
renewal of a war tax thirty-two years
after the close of the war.

bar home, 501 east Front at reel. Wednesday
morning at ten o’clock, of paralysis. About
a week ago she fell ar«l fractured her right
bip, which complicated her ailments. She
was born in I^banoti, Pa, her maiden
name being Murdock. She lived in Freder
icktown until last September,/ when she
c-une to this city and has sines lived with
her daughter and aon. She has been
member of Presbyterian church since she
was 17 years of age, and is survived by four
daughters, and three eons, as follows: Mrs
Thoa. Popham and Mrs. Carrie Kinney, of
Fredericktown; Mrs. L. Mcfreary, of New
ark; Mias Lucy Crill, of thia city; J. D. Crill
of Brink Haven; Samuel Crill, of St. Louis
Mo-, Joseph, of this city. Ttie funeral will
be held Friday forenoon,and in'erment will
be made at Fredericktown.
DAVOS.

S J. DeVoe, residing east of the c:ty on
the Gambier road, died Thursday afternoon,
after a long and protracted illness of a com
plication of ills. He s survived by a wife
and several children. The funeral services
were held at the home Saturday afternoon
by Rev. George F. 8mythe.
Sales By the Sheriff.

Saturday, May 15; 14 acres in Monrce
township; appraised at |280; case of George
D. Hatter ve Martin Stinemetz and other*;
H. H. and R. M. Greer, attorneys
Saturday, May 2!>; two trac’s of 94 acres
and 531 actes respectively in Howard town
ship, first appraised at $2,000, second at
$1,500; suit of Sarah J. Bowland vs. Lewis
G. Welker. Cooper «fe Moore, attorneys.
Satu’day, May 29, lot on E«st Gambier
street, in Mt. Vernon; appraised at $2,000;
suit of Columbus Ewait, as guardian ve.
Robert Millet; W. L. McElroy and H. H.
<fe R. M. Greer, attorneys.
Saturday, May 29tb; 330 acres in Pleasant
township; appraised at $B.;kO; sail of
Letitia 8. Oglevee and others vs. Robert
Miller and other*; Cooper A Moore and H.
H. A R. M. Greer, attorneys.
Saturday, May 29tb; house and lot in
Danville; appraised at $566; suit of Lewis B
Houck vs- William Platz and other*; Lewis
B. Hotick, attorney.
Saturday, May 29; 40 acres in Liberty
township; appraised at $735: suit of Wilmot
Sperry vs. Charles Hatton sud others II
H. A R M. Greer, attorneys.

Wi are waiting— only waiting—
For the promised days to come—
For they said when birds were mating
We would hear the busy hum
— Henry F. Von Wicklen has reiigned bis
Of machinery put in motion,
position as foreman of the Republican com
And the shuttle and the loom
posing rooms and Frank Neighbor has suc
Would dispel all doubtfiil notion
ceeded him.
Of McKinley sbusiness boom.
— Commodore Ferry Council, No. 32. O.
—Louisville Dispatch

U. A. M., of this city, will hold th ir me
morial services and decorate the graves of
their departed brethren on May 30.
— For High School Day, atColumbu*. O.
May 21, the C., A iL C. railway will sell ex
carsion tickets on that date at rate of one
fure for the round trip. Tickets good going
only on date of sale and good returning
until May 22. inclusive.
--On May 24 and 25 the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Toledo, Ohio, and return at rate of one fare
for the round trip, account Knights Pythias,
Grand Lodge of Ohio. Tickets will be good
for return until May 23, 1897.
— Although the weather was decidedly
Ex-Amhassador Bavard arrived from unfavorable to an outdoor performanoe, the
Saturday exhibition of the Wild West at
England Saturday, bringing with him as the Park was well attended. The attraction
a token of the success of his mission as was an excellent one and had it not been
an exponent of Anglo-American friend that the elements were uncertain eviry per
ship and good feeling the log of tl e formance would have been given to crowd
Mayflower, which had been entrusted to ed seats.
his care by the Episcopal Court in Lon
— For the General Assembly Presbyterian
don to be delivered to the Governor r f church, the C.. A. & C. R’y will sell excur
Massachusetts. The log of the ship sion tickets to Warsaw, Ind. and return at
which carried the Pilgrim Fathers rate of one f-uo for the round trip. Tickets
across the sea contains, Itcsides the usual on sale May 17 to 25 inclusive; good going
entries, a recorJ of resolutions which for continuous i«s«age commencing on date
of tale and good returning until June 7th,

The tariff organs appear to be affiict
ed with a distressing want of memory
Their complacent reception of the sugar
duties of the Senate Tariff bill indicates
that they have entirely forgotten the
howls of denunciation with which they
greeted the sugar schedule of the pres
ent law. Yet the sugar schedule of the
Wilaon tariff is a model of equitable
revenue legislation compared with the
monster of favoritism to the Sugar Trurt
which has issued from the Senate Com
mittee on Finance.

may be considered to be the first Con
stitution of an American Common
wealth.

Jamas G. Blaise expressed in pointed
terms his judgment of a duty on hides
proposed by the senate tariff bill. Writ
ing Major McKinley in 1890, when the
McKinley bill was peuding and an at
tempt was made to fasten on it a tax on
bides, Mr. Blaine delivered himself as
follows:
Washington, April 10, 1890.
Dear Mr. McKinley—It is a great
mistake to take hides from the free list,
where they have been for so many
years. It is a slap in the face to the
South Americana, with whom we are
trying to enlarge our trade. It will
benefit the farmer by adding 5 to 8
per cent, to the price of his children’s
shoes. It will yield a profit to the
butcher only—the last man that needs
it. The movement is injudicious from
beginning to end—in every form and
phase. Pray stop it l»efore it s»*es light,
ouch movements as this for protection
will protect the Republican party into
a speedy retirement. Yours hastily,
James G.
A catx signed by a score of promi
nent Republicans from all over Ohio has
been issued for a conference of Silver
Republicans in Columbus, May 27.
Among other thing the call says:
“The silver Republicans of Ohio, no
longer to be cajoled and deceived by the
hypocrisy of the old leaders and selfconatituted arbiters of the Republican
party in holding out to the people of
the United States the impracticable and
impossible plan of international bimet
allism, have resolved and declared for
the unlimited coinage ol both silver and
gold by the United States of America at
the ratio of 16 to 1 without waiting for
the aid or consent of any other nation.
“This invitation to conference is ex
tended to all Republicans who are in
favor of the return to better days of the
republic and believe as Abraham Lin
coln, that the United States should he a
Government of the people, by the peo
ple, fur the people/'

Inclusive,
— The work in the oflloee of the Store
keeper and Master Mechanic of the C., A. &
C. in this city have been consolidated and
no one has been selected to take (lie place
of Hard Geseil. promoted to Chief Clerk in
the office of the Engineer Maintenance of
Wey. Lodger Milless will have additional
duties and the work will be distributed
among Die other employes.
— Willie Henley aod Johnnie Schofield,
two email boys, were arrested Saturday for
apping the till in A Ham's grocery and
bound over to Probate Court by the Mayor.
They will have a hearing before Judge Lev
ering Wednesday afternoon. James Diah
arrested for s eeling a watch from William
R Hart, was also hound over to the Pro
bate Court by Die Mayor, Wednesday.
— Mr*. B. F. Welts, of 8outh Vernon
attempted her own life with a raz » Friday
noon, during a fit of melancholia. Mrs.
Wells has been in bad health for some time,
having suffered front la grippe, and has
never fully recovered. One of her afflictions
is that she must destroy herself. The razor
inflicted a flesh wound and it is the hope of
her many friends that she will recover.
— For the Tennessee Centennial and In
ternational Exhibition, Nashville, Tenn.,
May 1 to November 1. Ib97, the C., A. A C
railwar will sell excursion tickets to Na»hg
villle, Tenn., at the following rates; Tickets
on sale daily up to and including Ovt. 15 h
with final limit Nov. 7, 1897, $29.65. Tickets
on sale daily up to and including Oct. )fi<
with final limit 20 dsys, $15 15. Ti« kels on
sale Tuesday and Thursdays of each week
up to aod including Oct. 26, with finai limit
10 days, $11.
— The June number of Herper's M tga
zine will be distinguished by the first in
stalment of a new novel by Frank R. Stockton, “The Great Stone of Sardis,” dealing
in the hntnorist's most whimsical vein with
events in the twentieth oentury, including
a submarine expedition to the North Pole.
Among the other feature* will be the first
of two papers on the British Parliament,
“The Celebrities of the House of Com
mons,” by T. P. OVonnor, and an instal
ment of “The Martian,’’ with drawings by
Du Maurier, one of which will be given, as
it was left, unfinished. The illustrators
will include C. D. Gibion, Frederic Rem
ington. and F. II. Lungren.

rtzJA.B.Bunn &

something wrong with their
eyes. Objects are indistinct or
oeeni blurred. Have dull head
aches and nervous trouble
These are symptoms in which
delay means danger. An ex
amination will disclose any de
fects in vision. We make Ex
amination Free. We get the
praise <»f people for the relief
we have brought them.

FRED A CLOUGH,
OPTICIAN.

IX

Co.

w. S. 8!$
Sperry

.. CASH BUYERS OP ..

All Kinds of Seed
.. ALSO..

Butter and Eggs
All kinds or Poultry PirctaeA
Seeds Retailed at Small Margin.
tli.l-tOu South Main Street.

THSZE RELIABLE AGENTS

In Knox countv to sell Powell's Fertilizers on
salary or commission. Give references and
district.
POWELL FERTILIZER & CHEMICAL CO..
__________ Baltimore, Md.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO . . .

Farm and Stock Sales
IBM ES IS# ALL PI Bill AlttlOJS.
P. O. Box 787;

Xicroy G. Hunt,
A.llen 7. Beach.

21
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JBffOTICE is hereby given that William
Heslcet. a prisoner now confined in the
Ohio Penitentiary, has 1>een recommended
to the Board by the Warden and Chaplain as
worthy of consideration for parole. Said
application will be for hearing on and after
June 1st. 1897.

“*• d>y|

Front current reports weare led to btlieve !

and repair barNESS CHEAPER

ilia’ a prominent ixtud.nvitie widower Than any establishment

»avor* the diai>el neighborhood when out
for a drive. T he peculiar part of it is that
he i* eat sflrd with such a shott stretch of
level after the tedious hills.

J
VemOD.

m

Trv him and be convi need

ulk Garden Seeds.
Sweet Peas. Nasturtiums and other Flow
er Secd-s on sale. Opposite St. James Jlotcl.

And

The Placeto Save That Pei ny

.is AT
| R. C. Mitchell, Son & Co.’s. |
But don’t take our word for it.
see for yourselves.

Come and

NO. II SOUTH MAIN.

All prices 25c.,60c.. «r..
75c..
11.25. 11.60.
f 1.75 and 12.

Me., tl.

The prices at which we are
felling shoes for men, w’onten
and children renders some sort
of an explanation necessary.
An over-stocked New York
market, ready money to our
credit in the bank, a shrewd
buyer on the spot—that is the
position in a nutshell. Hun
dreds are benefitting dailv by
our good fortune and firefight.
Will you be one of them?
Here are a few inducements
tor you to join the ranks:

Ladies* Suits.
AU *12.00 Suits now *10 00
All *10.00 Suits now * 8.50

K CELEMED

Parasols.

LONDON. CANADA.

Our Parasol trade is
good. This leads us to
believe we have correct
styles and right prices.

Ladies’ Fine Kid Lace,

$1.00
Ladies’ Fine Kid Dutton,

$1.00
«

Misses’ Fine Kid Plain Toe,

S

50c

CREAM - ALE

glack
Canvas Cloth

Men’s Fine Shoes,

Very handsome Black
Canvas Cloth, regular
price, *1.50; we will sell
for a short time at *I.IK

$1.00
Men’s Working Shoes,

Is brewed from tlie very best A AO. 1 HALT,
TIIE CUWIC1ST HOPS, AAO ABSOLITELY
PIRE SPItlAC H ATER. It is a perfectly

l.oo

8

These goods are genuine bar
gains and have to be seen to be
appreciated. We have ail the new’
styles and colors in UP-TO-DATE
SHOES.

S. SPERRY.

i

:xxxxxxxxxxxii

SAVE YOUR
DOLLARS

PURE, WHOLESOME,

NUTRITIOUS and

By buying Vour footgear of

* AT BROWNING’S *

R. S. HULL,
The One-Price
Shoe Man.
Corner MAIN and VINE Sts.. Mt. Vernon, O.

w
TUe

U/

\ii

The ladies of Mt. Vernon
and vicinity are cordially in
vited to inspect the

vi/

U/vli*
0/0/
U/

Elegant Display of

Millinery
---- IN ----

Pattern Hats

U/

and Eonnets,

0/
0/

---- AT ----

J

MISSES flr€rtl«HiIlEK«ODVS,

5

East

Plus

Yon W>at to Pad

Wash
Dress
0/li/ Fabrics.

( SPRINS MILLINERY!

U/

Vine Street.

*

Have you heard
that we have one of
the Best and Cheap
est lines of Hos
iery in town?

::
a

§ Money
U

(fl

Saved
sis

U/
ifc
0/
ifc
W

Commands
and money

U/

In buying med
icine

Ur

WU/

Just as good as that

Ur

viz

Earned

Our Underwear is
first class, both for
price and quality.
We have it for men,
women and chil
dren.

g Nothing is better
S than we sell, and
ij you save money.

Ties.

Ed. Dever, iizviz

\it

Druggist.
«

Uz
Uz

ilz

Uz

Also . . .

: Shoo Fly!:

HEALTHIEST AND BEST
(The Ne Plus Ultra)

Of all Winter Drinks.

6 to 12 Vine St,

-------------------- Jot--------------------

Agents for Mt. Vernon and

adjacent

towns.

ESTABLISHED IN 188!
JIMETRIED^REJABLE.

dz

dz
dz
viz

dz

dz
dz
dz
dz
dz
dz
dz

dz
dz

John Cooper’s v
1m5uramce/RealE5tateAgi

viz

dz
dz
dz
viz
dz
dz
dz
dz

SPECIAL SALES AND BAR
GAINS ALL THE TIME’ AT

dz

,

Off'“ nASOHICTENF

tssoR TO

/lowpo/tiePK\

■■V

7”zzr

most

Popular

MiVcRnori.C

in use

ESTERBROOKSpw
26

Xf W. D. BROWNING.

no Hies on you if

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

F. J. D’ARCEY, MANAGER.

l5o Styles to suit all
JOHN ST, NEW

There will be

On draught at

The Mt Vernon Distilling t'o.'s,

dz
dz
dz
dz
dz
dz
dz
dz

For Sun Umbrel
las and Parasols.
Our supply of all
of these useful ar
ticles is growing
daily.

Uz

DRINK,

With a very pleasant and most agree
able Hop after taste.
It is the

Uz
ilz
ilz

U/dz
iirth Now is the Time viz
dz
For Shirt Waists, dz
dziiz Collars, Belts and dz

Bv a day’s
work.

J 26 Public Square.

Underwear.

DELICIOUS

xiz

Uziiz
UzUz
tfz
Uz
Uz
We will make some
important a d d i- Uz
tions this week to dz
our already large Uz
Uz
line both in low
Uz
prices and hand Uz
some styles.
Uzdz
dzdz
Hosiery. dzllz

vh

writers.ju.l stationers have them.

YORK-AND UMDTN.N.J.

you go to

♦♦♦♦
PARR, ♦♦♦
i

. . . FOB . . •

| Penny Earned,

ST

+w+++w+

JOHN H. STEVENS’

J

Is a

Cents.

Shirt Waists.

Corn planting js the order of the day. ridge. His face was badly torn, but it is Men’s Tan Shoes, $3 anti $4, for $2.00.
hindered somewhat by the occasional , not thought that any serious results will
shower*.
Ladies’Fine Kid Dutton, $3 and $4 for
Mra Sarah Rollin is feriously sick at this 1 follow.
$2.00.
tin e with little hope of recovery.
Abe Giffin is running the saw at Miller!
Misses’ Shoes, $1.50, for 75 Cents.
<k Ulridge's mill on Frank Shultz’s place. I
Mtase* Laura and Lib Shul'z visited Miss
Children’s Shoes, $1, for 50 Cents.
Nettie Chubb, on Wednesday of last week, j
Rev. Vestal, of Greersville, will hold *er-[
vices at theShaoley Valley church Sunday
W t* w W w.
next.
Qttarerly mreting at Wesley Chapel neit
Come early and get a bargain for cash
60 feet West of the PostSunday. Services at 10 a. nt.
The Harrisburg school closed on Satur office on Vine street, C. W. before the stock is broken.
day last after a six luouthb’term w!th Guv '
_______« T.-AnxTnnn
Blubangti as teacher. He proved an effici-1I13.S OpCD€(I 3, HARNESS
ent worker, but will not follow the profes- SHOP, and as he has a very
*ton longer.
,.
G. J. Hen»»• j and wife, of near Green- 1OW rent, C&n
ville, *j>etit Sunday with J. R O’Hearo s
family.
Mrs Magg:e Stalls was in Loudonville
oue <lay last week.
GO TO
C. F Durbin and wife were in An ity on
ITPfln OTTn l Tinn

' make

| A Penny Saved

Beautiful styles In
Lawns at 5c.. 10c.,
Organdies at all prices
from 12‘/4c. up.

♦w♦♦♦w♦

SILAS

135 8. Main street, Mt. Vernon, O.

/"Argandies
and Lawns.

SHOES.

HARNESS SHOP.

L. H. LEWIS’

Cents.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

Men’s Patent Leather Shoes, $4 anti
for $2.00.

Reineinber to cotne early and often. Alvaja welcome at

A new lot of Illuminat
ed Serges. 45 in. wide at
21c. Yon will be sur
prised at the low price
when you see them.

B

a Succe.sslul Term—Mention ol 5 isi- last week, was accidentally shot in tlje
tors.
cheek Friday evening with a blank cart-

WUTTHMm C0HBI.UTW1 h»LISH FOR ALL SIIAI4.S OF SHOES.

We have just placed In
our 39c lot of Dress
Good* a few pieces of
Coating Serges, 46 inwide. These goodi are
all wool and are the
best real bargains you
have Keen thin season.

ASSIGNEES AOTItE

SHERIFF’S SALE.

—John Hissong, employed about Die
Closing of 11m Harrisburg School Afler ,ior%es nt „,e wild re3t show, at the Pa.k

39

HE undersigned has been duty apjxvtnted
and qualified as assignee In trust for
the benefit of the creditors of
JONATHAN W. SEXSEL.
of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, bv the Pro
bate Court of said countv.
May 14. 1*97.
LEWIS B. HOUCK.
„ ..
.
Assignee.
L. B. Houck and j. w. McCakkon. Attor
neys for Assignee.

Letitia S. Oglevee et af
vs.
Robert Miller et at.
Knox Common Pleas.
seed
■>Y virtue of an order of sate issued out of
Sermon Sunday Evening at the Pres — > the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
Mrs. Nan Barnes has gone to Westerville
countv.
Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
to vis<t her mother.
byterian Church—Personals.
for sale at the door of the Court House. In
The grea est attraction in our village now
Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on
M
’
S
Ellen
Stetzel
has
returned
to
her
is a collection of foxts, snakes, skunks and
home in Ixnnl mville. Ohio, after a p'eass nt
Satirday. lb* 2!rth day of May. B87.
squirrels.
Between the hours of 1 n. m. and 3 p.m. of
Dr. Leonard and wife and little daughter vi-ii with her triend. Mrs Ellen Dunn.
W A Hoeack has returned from a visit said day. the following described lands and
Roenna and Mrs. Dora Dowtls and her fam
tenements, to-wit:
ily took in Lake Hiawatha Thursday after with trieuds at Delaware. Ohio.
in the countv of Knox and State
Mit-s Rnbie »'.ute visited Mt. Virnon ofSituate
noon
Ohio, to-wit:
Mr. Melville Barnes was in Danville one friends Saturday and Sunday.
The whole of lots number ten and eleven
Mr. C. A; Lmnlev, of Sycamore. Ohio, and seventy-two acres off the north end of
day this week.
lot number nine, in the second quarter of
The members of the Bap’ist chu’ch held has be-n visiting r-*lativis«t this place
the 6th township, and 12th range. U. S. M.
Mr Charira L. I-eland, of Columbus, is lands,
their church meeting Saturday at 2 o'clock
in said county, excepting out of said
'
visiting
his
ur.cle,
Mr
Levi
Ireland
and elect’d Ambrose Mag»rs for Deacon.
seventy-two acre lot number nine, thir
The Baccalaureate sermon will he deliv teen and one-half acres, more or less, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Nixon are still on the
ered by Rev. J W Boyer, at the Presbyte gether with the water privilege and appursick list.
tances. more particularly described in a cer
rian church on Sunday everting, May 23.
deed made by Marcus W. Stamp, execu
A number from ’his place atteuded the tain
tor of James Morrison, deceased, et al. to
rqteniug of Lake 11 lawatha Park on Satur Benjamin Kerr, dated 5th day of August. A.
BRINK HAVEN.
dav.
U.. 18*7. and recorded in book'LL of the rec
M’s. R. Ak’r, of M’. Verm n, is the guest ord of deeds of Knox county. Ohio.
The premises herein estimated to contain
Services to lie Held in the Presbyter ot tier sifter. Mra. J S. Mas’eller
hundred and thirty (33o> acres.
Ttie Y. P- A. 8 of the Presbyterian three
Appraised at $6,389.00.
ian Church—xeatli of a Valuable church met at the home of Mias Nora
Terms of sale -Cash.
Mapes on Tuesday evening.
JT7STUS D. SMOOTS.
Cow.
Sheriff. Knox Countv. Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs
C. Bal!, of ravouia, O
Harry Jacobus, of Mt Vernon, spent the
C
oopkk
&
M
oore
axd
H. H. & R. M. Greer.
are visitii g Mrs. Bali’s parents, Rev. A 8
latter part of the week with Wm. Symler.
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon. O.. April 26. 1*97.
F. J. Drouhard and family were the M’-ffli aud wife.
M *. <’. R Harry and children have r
guests of relatives at Pictoria. Sunday.
Mrs Msg lie ry sient Sunday with rela- turned from a visit with friends at Mt Ver
non.
tiv< a at tiretrsville.
LEG IL XOTICE.
Miss Nellie Byers has relurutd to her
Mr, Henry Titus, of Danville, was the
guest of R. Spurgeon Saturday and Sunday home at Mansfield.
Notice is hereby given that the following
Mr. Sau Day spent Sunday with relatives
ordinance has been introduced in the City
at Tiverton Center.
Council of the city of ML Vernon. Ohio. Mar
3, 1»97:
EUGENE.
Prof F E. Allison was seen on our streets
AN ORDINANCE
here Sunday.
W. A. Ban es and wife were the gues'sof
To Change the Boundary Line of tne Sec
the former's mother at Union <'enter Sunday. Addres* By Mr. Bane On the Anti-Sa
ond and Sixth Wards in the City of ML
J. N. House lost a fine cow Thursday
loon Movement—Green Valley School
night. The cause of her death it not
Vernon, Ohio.
to
Close
Friday.
known, but she was sick only a few hours
w»K IT ORDAINED by the City Conndl of
Oscar Hibbet* and Cliffjrd Amex , who
Mrs. Ora Fuller and Mrs. Johnson, of * B the city of ML Vernon. Ohio, as follows:
have been working on the section at Cuya M’. Vernon, were the guests of M-s. Sarah
Section 1. That inasmuch as the corjxirate
limits of the said city of Mt. Vernon have
hoga, returned home Saturday evening.
M’ller last Monday.
been
extended, making it necessarv in the
Services will be held in the Presbyterian
Mr. Loais Rinehart, of west of Mr Ver
of said City Council to change the
church Sunday morning and evening.
non. spent Sunday vis’tmg Mr. Homer opinion
boundary of the Second and Sixth wards of
Kennedy
said city, therefore the territory included in
Mrs. Fr»t, of Dayton, is visiting in the the Park addition bounded as follows: Be
ginning at Harrison street at the intersec
CENTERBURG.
family of Mr. M »nr -e Bouton.
of Sugar street; thence west along the
This is a very busy w«*ek with our farm tion
center of Sugar street to Riverside Park:
ers owing to the wet weather last week
thence
north and east along the boundary of
Col. W. C. Cooper to Deliver Address to t8rditigcoin planting.
Riverside Park to Rogers's addition: the'nce
Mr. William Hageity and wife, of Mt follow ing the old ward line to the place of
Graduating Class — A New Shoe
Vernon, »p«.t Sunday visiting relatives aod beginning, shall be added to and made a
Firm.
part of the Sixth ward of said cltv of Mt.
friends a' this p'a t.
Vernon. Ohio.
Fred Bishop epent Sunday in Mt Vein >n.
Green Valley scuool will close Friday
And that the territory south of the center
S. Shaw, of Danville, waa seen on our M •. J. A. Kennedy is the te«clier.
of Gambier street and west of the center of
streets Sunday.
Mr. R R. Bane, of Columbne, gave a very Adams street within the corporate limits of
Frank H- Roberts attended the Danville interesting address at the M. E. church last said city, and known as the Riverside addi
tion. shall be added to and be made a part
commencement. Friday evening.
8und<y on tne anti->aloon movement.
of the Second ward of said citv of Mt. Ver
Mrs W A. Philips son Clarence, and
Gieen Valley Grange, No. 361. will hoi
non. Ohio.
Miss Ads Adams weie at at Lake II iswatba its regular ni«e ing next Friday evening.
Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect
and be in force from and after the earliesi
Park. Saturday.
period
allowed by law.
Miss Ruby Cuurch attended Danville
That by said ordinance it is sought to an
commencen ent, Friday evenii-g, aDd visit
nex certain territory therein described to
MT.
LIBERTY.
ed her parents until 3unday.
the Second and Sixth wards of the citv of
Col. Wm. Cooper will deliver the address
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
Bv order of the Citv Council.
before the graduating class oo the evening Death of Mrs. Ira Gearhart—Rumored
' P. B CHASE.
of May 28th.
Clerk
Wedding in Near Future—Tough
J. M. Hopkins has disposed of his s’oek
of dry goods to Hicks and Melltnger, aud
Cramer Nuptials.
will retite from businrss. W. Steinma'es
Mr*. Ira Gearhart, an old and respected
and II. C Smith have formed a partnership
aud will go into business in Hopkins’ new resident of our vicinity, died Saturday at 10
store room with a stock of boots, shots and a. m. Funeral services were held at 11 a
Sarah J. Bowland
m., Tuesday, conducted by Rev. France*, of
groceries.
vs.
Rev. Hyde preached at Sparta Saturday- tlieC P ch’pch.
Lewis G. Welker et al.
Recorder
C Jacks in made a flying trip
Knox Common Pleas.
evening and Sunday morning.
V’ virtue of an order of sale issued out of
Born, to Mr. and Mrs F. L Fowl*, Satur to Mt Libe tv Sunday.
the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
Mr* B. C R >rney and little eon. Horner
day morning, a daugh'e*.
-ounty.
Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
visited
at
Lake
Hiawa'ha
Parkafev
d>y*
Miss Maggie Mellinger who has been
for sale at the door ot the Court House, in
traveling through the We*t and spent the
Mt. Vernon. Knox county, on
Mrj. Blanche Tarbell, of New Holland
winter in California, has returned home,
visiting her parent*, Mr. and Mrs. B. W
Satnrdiy, th* 29th hay of May. 1S97.
alter a moat delightful time.
Chase,
between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
Mr Ulus. Youeli and Mira Bes-ie <'ranter said day. the following described lands and
were married Friday evening of la-t w<ck tenements, to-wit:
JELLO WAY.
Situate in the county of Knox and state of
Their mmy friends wi>h them a h«ppy
Ohio and described as follows: The south
journey throngh life.
parts
of lots 17 and 18, In section four (4). of
Rumor says we will have another weRev. Kuntz Preaches Ills Farewell
township seven (7). in range eleven (11).
United States Military land In said county,
Sermon— Youug Man Looks for ding in the near future.
and bounded and described as follows, tbTrouble.
wrlt:
Beginning at the south-east corner of lot
UNION GROVE.
Rev. Kuntz, pastor of the Evangel cal
No. ft at a stone from which a white oak 36
Lutheran church, preached his farewell ser
Inches in diameter bears north 6*q, degrees,
mon last Sunday, at 3 o’clock, to a large Revival of 1l*e Christian Endeavor west 2u links, and a white oak 32 inches in
diameter, bears south S*1, degrees, east 34
aud enre. His text waa well chosen and
right tree on township line between
well diacusaed. He has been a good and
Society—Moved to Union County— links
township six and seven and running thence
faithful worker and we regret to lose him
north 14, degrees east, with the east line of
Retunied
from
Srhttol.
The good wishes of all go with him Next
lot IK 76 and 77-KXt poles to a stone from
Mira Ora Dudgeon and Mr. t'tas. Horn which a white oak IK inches in diameter
Sabbath the pulpit will be occupied by a
bears
south 49V4 degrves.west 19 links, thence
have
returned
home
after
spending
the
past
young graduate from the Cup.tai Univer
north KKq degrees, west 201 and 30-100 poles
year in school at Martinsburg.
sity.
to
a
stone
In tne coujity road on the west line
Quite a number of Die young people of lot 17: thence
Rev. Seer?, the M. E pas'or, preached
south" 1^ degrees, west 76
two interesting sermons here Sunday and went from here to attend the commence and 77-100 poles to the south-east corner of
lot
17
to
a
stone
from which there is no
ment
exercises
at
Martinsburg
Friday
even

Sunday evening to a well filled house. The
bearing tree: thence south Ksq degrees, west
Sunday school was also well attended, ing. and were well tewarded for thetr at 301
and
30-100
poles
to the place of beginning,
tending.
several new scholars being present
containing 94 acres, more or less. Being the
The Y. I’ S- C E. of this place has been same land devised to Lewis G. Welker by his
Elder J J. Workman, who had a severe
stroke of paralysis last week, is some better. greatly revived, and they are having good father. William Elliott Welker, bv will "dat
ed September 30, I8K9. and recorded in will
meetings and are well attended.
There is *onie hope for his recovery.
Sir Linzt Hava and family have moved record, volume I. page 541. et seq.. to which
Michael Motz, of Loudonville, was here
will reference is hereby had for greater
Sunday and attended the farewell services to the Magnetic Spring", in Union county, certainty of description.
where they intend to make their fu’ure
on the hill.
Also the following described premises sit
uate in the county of Knox and the state of
Rev. Kuntz has accepted a call from borne.
Ohio
and being in the third (3) quarter of
Mrs
Christina
Eley
is
growing
worse
Bucyrus and will l-av^ here this week.
the seventh (7) township in the eleventh (11)
K. C Fiack.of Apple Creek, assisted by rapidly.
range. United States Military lands, and
Mr. Ralph Faucett and wile from Mt. being part of lot No. one (I) as by plat and
Prof Allison, of Brink Haven, organized a
Vernon spvnt Sunday with James Dudgeon’s survey of the Indian Held farm or Ash farm
tent of Mnccatxe* here with 14 members.
made'by D.
Lewis, County Surveyor,
Rev- Hartly will preach here on next family.
The farmers are all busily engaged in March 9l 10and It. IK64. and described as fol
Saturday evening and on Sunday morning,
lows:
Commencing
at the north-east cor
bis former appointment being postponed corn planting.
ner of lot No. 25 in said quarter, thence
degrees west. 67 and 42-100 poles to a stone:
on account of quarterly meeting at the
thence north 1 degree, east K3 and 24-100
Valley. Ilereaf er he will preach every
poles to a stake on the south hank of Owl
two weeks regularly.
MARTINSBURG.
creek:
thence with the south and east edge
The young man who talked so disgrace
of said Owl creek as follows: South 5*4 de
fully Saturday night and wanted to fight
grees,
west
64 poles: thence south 34 de
had better go a little slow heieafter or the Commencement Exercises Were a Suc grees, west’3 and 32-100 poles; thence south
11 degrees, west 16 and 56-100 rods; thence
lustice of the Peace will tettle him the
cess in Every Particular—Personal south
10 degrees, east 10 and 29-10U rods to
next time.
the north line of said lot No. 25: thence
Mention.
Mr. 8haup, of Akron, called on Wm.
south 22 degrees, east 4 and 76-100 rods:
Mr. Wm. Bowman and wife from Gam thence 46 degrees east 50 rods: thence north
Fr.slier and stopped with hint a few day*.
Win Cr- ss.of Glenmont, H Jmes county, bier vis’ted Mr. David Bowmau’s last Sun 89 degrees, east 94 rods to the east line of
said lot No. 25: thence north 2 degrees, east
called on W. C. Humphrey and family last day.
Mr. and Mr*. Porter, of Mt. Vernon, were 3K rods to the place of beginning,
week.
estimated to contain 534 acres, more
in
Martinsburg
during
the
commencement
C*<rn plating will be all the rage this
or less.
exercises.
week if the weather is Lvorable
First tract appraised at 12,000.
Ttie commencement exercises cf las* week
Second tract appraised at *i.5ou.
Gus 8nivly made loto of fi >enda last Sat
Terms of sale: Cash.
urday night by keeping a s’ill mouth. D were much enjoyed and well attended. Rev.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
more would follow that plan theie would J. E Lynn, of .Mansfield, delivered the class
Sheriff. Knox county. Ohio.
addre.-s and music was furnished by Miss Coopkk & Moore
be no trouble
. Attorneys for Plaintiff.
some people u«e oil to extinguish fire,but Nellie Young < f Delaware. Theen’ertainMt. Vernon. Ohio. April 26. 1897.
ment given on Thursday evening by the
I ray u«e water. Catch on?
Geo. Wise has purchased a new corn pupil* of the rchool was weli rendered.
M iss Grace Tilton spent a day or two last
planter and will plant for quite a nunitcr
w>ek in Delaware, O.
around here.
Miss Cora Edwatds. who has been teach
Father Aswalt and wife have been in
town several times this week to visit their ing here, has returned to her home in Lick
ing
county
daughter, Mra.Sherff.
Miss Minnie Miller, a f »rnter teacher in
Link and Frank Cumming.* are borne
f om t' eveland where they looked for wo’k, Martinsburg, visited friends here last wrek.
M ira Grace Johnron has gone to Colum
but weie unsuccessful. *
bus tor a few week? visit with relatives
-------- o-------Miss Ollie Pk-rcie 1 as been quite sick for
WESLEY CHAPEL.
several <Iavs.

Ik receiving goods from mauttf u-tiirerd now, and you can buy
them cheap.
THE SEW DROWN SHOE f>>rgents is a (laid?, price ouly $11>5.
50 pairs of Jaidies’ Fine Shoes for SI 00 per pair, worth $300!
sizes 24 to 4|. Gome and see these g>Mxl*.
AIho a large ahipmeut of

City Shoe Store.

Hunt & Beach,

Terms mo«1erate.

The City Shoe Store

The People’s Dry
Goods Store.

General Auetioneers.^v

WANTED

X

Bogardus
& Co.’s
And get ...

is:

o

UNEXCELLED IN POINTS OF
MEEIT.
}

J
»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

DOCKS AND WINDOWS.

co.,

What about the ...

Ivers & Pond
Piano

Manufacturers of the new Improved
Hot Air Furnace; patented August,
1896.

SCREENS
:
For your ...
I

♦♦♦
♦

UT. VZ1N0N njRNACS

The Most Economical Heater on
the Market.
Call on or Address
DR L. W. ARMENTROUT, Pres ,
Banning Block,
Or 8. R GOT8HALL. Sec.,
George Block, East Gambier street
Corn Meal.
10 pound sack kiln dried b lted
or 10 cents at Warner W. Miller.

That is attracting so much favorable
comment? What about it? 'There’s every
thing about it that a good piano ought to have.
There’s not a single honest claim made for any piano that
Ivers & Pond does not possess. It combines the best features of the best pianos with special patented improvements of
its own. That’s why it is the nearest approach to the perfect
piano yet made. Easy payments.

L C. Penn,

mt. vernon, ohio.

J

i GRIND STIND PHI
A (tempted By (lie Police
Force

In (lie Attempted Jail De
livery.
M hen They (Jot a Tip, Instead of Noti
fying the Sln rifT, They Let the Job
Proceed Hoping to (Jain Doubtful
(•lory For Themselves and Put the
Sheriff in tile Hole.

They sawed all day Thursday and that
night gave it up as a bad job. as they wme
ucable to cut into the bats.
When asked if they had any statement to
make to ti e public having a direct bearing
upon their case Wteeler said that he de
sired to state his entire innocence. All
llitee fraakly acknowledge,! that they
knew they were being watched by the
Sheriff and bis deputy and for that rees-n
they did not attempt to saw out sooner.
C iailey Irviue declared that be bad made a
psttern ol keys fjr tbe lower corridor and
that they intended to escape by that route.
On Sa'urday morning Sirs. Irvine and
Taugher had their hearing before the May
or. waived examination and were bound
over to Court, Taugher in the sum of $200
and Mrs. Irvine iu the sum of$J09. Tangli
er gave bond for hie ap|»eara-ce. On Tues
day Mrs. Irvine succeeded iu giving bond
with 11 »n F. V. Oxen and Thornes George
as sureties.

Hill StWIR OUiSTlOH
Bol»be«l Vp ComplarciilIj
Holiday Evening
And Wa« Nerenely Thrown
Down Again.
If This Test Vote is to Be Relied Upon
There is a Majority "of the CHy
Fathers Opposed to the Ea>teya Sew
er—A Number of Reports of City
Officers Submitted.

SILENT MAJORITY.

BtUBBY.
James W. Rumsey, aged 75 years, one of
tbe pioneer citizens of the county, died nt
his borne in 8outb Vernon, April 29. afters
rhort illness ol kidney trouble. He was
born in Rockingham ocunty, Va., April IS,
1822, but came to this city in boyhood.
During life he was a car|wnter and con
tractor. He was twice married, first to
Eliza H. 8imous, March 12, 1844, and one
child, Otto Rumsey, now dead, was born to
them. On December 20, 1848, he was mar
ried to Eliza L> brand, and one child, Mre.
Sarah Reese, of this city, was born. Mr.
Rumsty served honorably through the civ
il war. Some years sgo be accidentally
severed an artery in his right leg, which ren
dered him a cripple. He's xuivived by bis
wife and daughter. Mrs. Reese. The funer
al rervices were held Saturday afernoon at
the home, conducted by Rev. J II. Htmil.
ton. and interment was made in Mound
View.

Mil TERM OF COURT
(<>naeii«<l
Monday
Judge H ickhmn.

Grand

Jury

lly

Continuing

lt«« Investigations

And Will Probably Make a Report
Some Timo Thursday—Doshea Armatroffg Sues the T. A 0. C. Ry. Co.
for Damages aud the Abatement ot a
Nuisance.

College and lot 9 in Gambier. $550.
J. D. Smoots, Sheriff, to II. K. Cotton, !
part lot 37. old plat, Mt. Vernon, $116.
Emma A. 8haw et al to H. G. Watson,
4 of 91 acres in Jefferson, $500.

Charlotte Sellers to Ephraim Hess, land
in Clay, $600.
Sarah J. Flack to Martiu Horn, land in
Harrison, $22.50.

James Sanderson to Addie Kelley, lot 142
in Norton’s southern addition to Mt. Ver
non, $2,250.
Nancy J. Webb to Amos Montgomery, 6J
acres in Hilliar, $175.
Minnie Ewart e: al. to Helen Letts, oneseventh of 120 acres in Morgan. $750.
W. H Mav'.s and wife to Fauuie L. Tisb,
3 acres in Pike, $100.
Roger W. Letts to George 8. Hamilton,
36 acies in Morgen, $1,400.
R. C. M. Lewis, execut ir, to Mary W
Holmes, lot 37, old plat, Centerburg, $425.
Mary M. Holmes to Lucy C. Lewis, lot
37, old plat, Centerburg. $450.
E. M. Hall toS. C-Horn, part lota 3 and
4 in Bladensburg, $50.
Fred. W. Jones and wife to J. G. and G
W. Thompson, lot 2 in Factory addition to
Mt. Vernon, $325.
Harry S. Bair and wife to Elmer E Ja
cobs, parcel in ClintoD, $600.
A. J. Beach, 8beriff, to Hannah Thomp
son, 1 acre in Liberty, $329.
Hannan Hollister to Hannah Thompson,
parcel in Liberty, $25.
George W. Smith to Thomas A. Atherton,
4.05 acres in Milford, $175.
Jessie Harris to Minnie Harris, 36} acres
in JackeoD, $1,600.
Chas. Murray, administrator, to Charles
E. Kidwell, l(«0 acres in Clay, $2,310.

THE GREATEST YET
Will K<* (lie Grand Open-

ing Next Week
At

Beautiful Lake
watha Park,

llla-

When For Five Days (he Public Will
Be Permitted to Enjoy the Seusation*
alism of Frontier Life as Depicted By
a Troup of Rough ’L’ns From the
Wild, Wild West.

ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE
Of Knox County In Session Iu This
City.

On Tuesday evening tbe opening meeting
of the Anti-Ssloon league Convention for
this county was held in the J**y street M.
E. chu'ch. The meeting was opened at
7:30 o'clock with prayer by Rev. G. H. L.
Beeman, of Martinsburg. President Begardus of the City Council delivered an ad
dress of welcome to the convention and
urged the necessity of organ "ration in the
work. Rev. P. A. Baker, of Columbus,
followed Mr. Bogardus with au address in
which he set forth in a clear and forcible
manner the work that ia being ac
complished by the league. Tbe principal
speaker of the evening, Prof. W. F. Whit
lock, of tbe O. W. U , Delaware, gave an
interesting and instructive, though some
what lengthy talk, taking for bis subject
the motto of "the league, "The Saloon
Must Go."
Mr. John Whyte had
charge of the music and rendered eeveial selections during the evening. Rev.
Wilbur made an earnest appeal for a large
attendance at Wednesday's meeting and
then the ter.ediction was pronounced by
Rev. Turner.
At Wednesday’s me*ting s number of
speakers from various parts of the county
and this city were present and told of the
progress of the work in their localities.

I SCHOOL BOT TRlGfDT.
Jftmea lliiiiiphre} Heceivrh
a katiil Klou

From a ^ttivk Thrown
Wade WatKon.

by

In (be Village of Jclloway Tuesday
Afternoon—The Terrible Affair the
Result «»f a Quarrel Between the
Two Boys Over the FmmmUoii of
the Stick.

Judge Wickham arrived in the city Mon
On next Tuesday thegafes of Lake Hia
Ten members responded to tbe gavel of
Word comes from the little village of
Three prisoner®, William Wheeler, the
day morning and convened the May term
watha Park will be opsned for the third
Jslloway, in ihe north-eastern part of tbe
the
President
at
tbe
meeting
of
tbe
City
hu-glsr under arrest for breaking into
of the Common Pleas Court. The forenoon
season of its existence, and for five days
Council Mondav, and a few moments later
county, of a sad fatality that occurred there
Quaid’s store, and Charies and Jim Irvine,
was spent in calliog the docket and the
thereafter seekers after amusement will be
Mr. West appeared, leaving Mr. Appleton
Tuesday evening as a result of school boy
charged with robbing E. C. Chase, south of
afternoon to tbe assignmentof oases. Davy
regaled with as fines line of attractions as
differences. W»<l« Wa'soo is the 14 year
as tbe only absentee.
the viaduct last fall and breaking into at*.,
Tuttle was rc-appointed court bailifi.
SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.
ever consummated the openingevent of any
old son of Ge »rge Wat»m and attends the
Tbe Mayor reported $10 collected in finis
A.AC boxcar thia s| ring, made an at
Tbe case of the City against the County
pleasure resort.
SFENCEB
and licenses.
South Jelloway reboot, known at District
tempt to saw Iheir way out of the new De. Vixitors Here and Elsewhere — Sun
For months Manager Chate has been
William II. Spencer, well known in this Commissioners on mandamus proceedings
Tbe Solicitor, to whom was referred the
No. 4, in Bruwu township, and had as a
bolt steel cage in ihe cuinty jdl Thursday,
dry Items of Gossip.
after something that would be startling,
school male James Humphrey. Young
bills of Sheriff Smoots for board of prison city, died suddenly at his home in Cleve. to compel tbe payment of tbe city’s share
hut failed. They had su. cee.'cd, with Ihe
novel and entertaining, something with
ers, found that the bills were in compliance land, April 27, of beirt disease- At the of the bridge fund, which had been agreed
Humphrey is 15 yea's * I age and is the son
aid of saws and acids, in cutting into one of
Miss Anna I!g®r and Miss Elizabeth Lari with tbe law, and recommended that they lime Gen. G. A. Jones control lei ihe man upjn for hearing Monday, was postponed
enough of the sensational in it to cause
ofW.C. H tn plt ey. of Jelloway. Tues
the bars about a sixteenth of an Irch aud more were the bosteaser of a most pleasant
people to want to see it and see it often.
day af ernoon young Watson cut himself a
be allowed.. Of tbe six bills of the Buck, agement of the C., A. A C. he was chief for one week, owing to Prosecutor Ewing’s
merely marking another. Wh*n fii-covered pedro party Thursday evening at the home
And how well he has succeeded will be told
eye Co., for uncollected costs for others, clerk in the freight department, but kfl tbe presence with the grand jury, and the ill
willow wand a quarter of an inch io diam
they had several hollies of add, but no of the former, 502 Noitli Main street.
by the crowds that will crowd and tax ths
three were approved, aud the bill of $23 for company and went with the B. A O , and ness of several witnesses.
eter and about eig’een inches in length,
enws.
The grand jury reported, were sworn in
Tempting refreshments were served. Priz*s tbe transportation ot prisoners to the Zanes later with tbe C„ C. A S. He was 52 years
passenger service of the electric railway in
which he intended to convert iulo a whistle.
Over a week ago Sheriff Smoots received were awarded Miss Mabel Harris and Mr.
their scramble to be present. Manager
ville workhouse was recommended. Upon of age, and it survived by bis wife, former and immediately began tbeir investigations.
When ichool was dismissed for the day he
a lip that an attempt would be made to dt- John Coup.
Chase's reputation for r.ever doing anything
motion of Mr. McFeely t>uch bills as were ly Miss Caroline Smith, of H >ward, and Enier W. Tulloss was substituted for Win.
walked into the yard and lay the stick on a
Kenyon College News.
liver them and he set about quietly to watch
by halves is well known, so well known, in
approved by the Solicitor were ordered one son sod three daughters. The remains H. Cover, of Middlebury, who failed to put
porch tbst ornament* one side of the build
their movements. Several nights he reRev.
William
Norman
Guthrie,
of
Cin

in an appearance John J. Stofer was elect
Mr- aud Mrs. W. II. Ralston entertaiuel pieced upon the pry ordinance.
fact, that anything he does has come to be
were buried in Cleveland, Friday.
ing, end returned to hisdeak to seen re some
inuined up all night and kept watch and a number of their friends at cards Friday
cinnati, formerly professor of modern email articles he had forgotten.
ed foremau. Tbegrand jury stands: George
regarded as about tbe whole works.
Ci.y Civil Engineer Cassil, to whom was
3
INKS.
made it hiaduty to search the cells regular evening, the evet\t being a farewall affair in referred tbe plat of John Austin’s sub-divis
Craft, Third Ward; Charles Carey, Liberty;
Beautiful as was Lake Hisaatha Park languages in Kenyon college, delivered a absent Humphrey picked up the stick and
Mrs. Richard Iuk«, aged 50 years, died at James Big;■<, Cillege: John Petler, Pike;
ly every morning Every article that was honor of M iss Roae Tipton. Who returped ion, found that tbe plat was as represented,
series
of
three
lectures
on
the
English
poets
:
1 <st summer, it is even more beautiful and
was not willing to return it to its rightful
THE POOR OLD "REP"
sent up wus carefully inspected- He did to her home tu Columbus, Saturday. * Miee and so reported. He was not favorable to her home in Green Valley, April 28, of John J. 8tofer, Pike; Samuel Nazar, Union;
entrancing this year. It is now without a liis subjects were ' Coleridge,” "Shelly’’ and owner. They had some words and a school
all this quietly and without ostentation, Eveline Tipton, of Columbus, wss presant. tlie street, which is to be an extension of cancer, after an illness of over eighteen E. W. Tulloss, Fourth Ward; George Lahrival as a place ol amusement in tbe state. “Browning.” These lectures were delivered boy quarrel over it when Humphrey threw
months. She was a highly respected lady mon, Morri-; J. E Daugherty, B own; Dead Sore Over the Banner's Expose Everything ha* been iarprovel and many on Thursday, Friday and Saturday respec
without proclaiming the fact lo the public, Dainty refreshments were served.
Pleas to t street, being but thirty feet wide,
down ihe stick. Wa'son picked up the
of Their “Infant" Sensation.
and loved by her neighbors. She is sur James Coe. Second Ward; George J. Ewers,
with a fanfare of headlines and hand
new things done. In fact, if you have not tively, a’ 4 o’clock in Ascension hall. On stick and threw it at his schoolmate, tbe
but said that it could not be < idened without
bills.
Saturday evening at 8 o'clock in Philoma- end of the stick striking Humphrey in the
Mr F. 11. M -ore, ot Cleveland, is In tfce serious injury to Mr. Austin's property. vived by tbe husband, two sons and one Middlebury: E. B. Hill, Fourth Ward:
The fluoroscopic editors of the * twice-a,” seen the Park yet this spring, yon may not
daughter. Tbe funeral services were held MeshacSimpson, Jefferson; E. Wintermute,
..
"
* -irAt the spot where the sawing was done, city.
The rustic thesian hall he delivered a lecture entitled back of the head, near the base of the brain.
.„
He also stated that when West street be
hurt
over
the
B
anner's exposition of their recogoiz- it in many ways.
at the home Thursday afternoon, and in
the bars had been blackeued by Marion
"Through Heaven and Hell With William The blow rendered him unconscious and he
"infant's bones" sensation, let loose a wail bridges and the walks have been replaced
Mrs. R. M. Greer is the guest of friend* in came closed, iu order to acromio >date tbe terment was made in the Fredericktown Berlin; E M. Ramey, Hilliar.
Buck master, when he was confined therein
Blake Prophet and Painter.” The lecture never rallied, dying about an hour later.
with
stone
and
gravel,
insuring
greater
C. A G. Cooper Cj., it was fon id tiMetury
in tbeir Saturday’s edition in which they
i .uiton.
cemetery.
burning huge. With black paper the three
The petit jury reported Tuesday morning essay to take a poke at the Banker young safety and convenience, and the quarters of was lUnstiKted with atereoption views.
to
change
the
water
course
tJ
Norton
street.
Coroner Scribner w»s noritied and went
Miss Jennie Curtis is th» guest of frlsnda
men had covered over these spots and did it
and were immedia ely excused until Wed. man in a personal way. Tbe size of the the animals in the zoological exhibit Lave
Rev. A. J. Wilder;Ackley '96, of Cincin out to Jelluway Wednesday to make an
This had bean done by thi^company, I ut
KIV0SBCBY.
at
M
insfield.
eo cleverly that it was almost impossible to
some of the proper<y owners along ilie
Horace G. Kingsbury, for many years □esday. The jury stands: D. L. McGugio. howl emitted must indicate that tbe Ban been painted and made attractive. The nati, spent Wednesday »Is»*G>« hie old invept'gation. He found the facts as above
Mr. John Whi'edde, of Shelby, was in
detect whether there had been any sawing
no-lh side of Hamtramck street were fear and up to tbe time of bis death City- Civil Howard; George Hyatt. Liberty; E. M. Par- ker’* exposure hurt them mortally. Tbeir buildings, tbe amusement ball, the billiard frien le on the hill.
givee.-hut has cot yet rendered his finding.
......
dene. It is not probable that it was doue the city Sunday.
Professor I. Griffith Ames has resigned Tbe whole comraunhy^trs shocked over
fut that the gutter wa9 being cut too deep- Engineer of Newark, died at 1 o’clock Fri raeuter, Second Ward; Frank Tudor,Fourth post-mortems were well taken at the time hall, tbe dairy kitchen, tbe dining halt, tbe
for this purpose as the paper was removed
Mr. F. C. Edgar is in Aukneytown,organ He felt no apprehension in the matter, but day morning, at his home. No. 215 West Ward: David McFarlan, Fifth W>rd; Nelson they became street wit, and naturally, nev confectionery stands, and all tbe other the chair of English in Kenyon college to tbe sad affair, the parents of the'nrc *-«ya
when they did begin lo saw, and not re izing a tent of M icc sheet.
recommepded tha. tbey be warned not to Locust street, in that city- la tbe spring of T. Rice. Clay; Jacob Hayes. Morgan: Wm er found their way into the “twice-a” *until buildings have been gone over and repaired take effect in June, when he will sail for and young Watson being almost crazed
Europe. Professor Ames expects lo spend with grief. The funeral will take place
placed. On Thursday night about 10
Mr. John Ready, of Chicigo, is the guest fill the bottom of tbe guusr with cinders. 1871 Mr. Kingsbury was ebeted Newark’s Furry, Pleasant; Wm. Rush, Morris; S- H. they became common vulgarisms- Tbey till they are in perfect order.
o'clock the police, acting upon the tip re of his sister, Mrs. J. B. Weight, Esat High
Some discussion over th e acceptance of City Civil Engineer, and ibis office be held Workman, Berlin; C. A. Bope, First Ward: charge us with being young and from a
Tbe opening attraction will last five days, some time in Berlin and other continental Thursday morning, after services in iht M.
ceived from a person who was c >gnizaut of etree’.
John Austin’s adlitioo was indulged in, up to tbe present time with tbe exception Horace Taylor, Wayne; Matthew Bonar, country town—serious accusations. We with three performances daily. In tbe cities and pursue his studies.
E. Church.
Dr. J. 8treibert spent Sunday in Sandusky
Wayne; Simon Kaylor, Jefferson; David are young, 'tis true; too young, in fact, to forenoon from nine till noon, tbe horseless
the plans, went up to the home of I’.urt
Mrs. John M Kenna and Mrs. P. Smith, tbe main c intention being that the street of two years, le92-t»3, one year of which be Eversole, Wayne; Wm. Brown, Liberty.
aud
conducted
tbe
services
in
Calvary
Bailiff Davy Turtle, and awakening him
In the
fall in love, which in one case is a sad and carriage will be on exhibition
of Newark, spent Sunday with Mre. Mich should be more than thirty feet wide. How was Sergean’-st-Arms of the City (Council.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
church.
uskrd for the keys to the Court room, say
ever, a search of the recods disclosed that Mr. Kingsbury attended tbe Newark Coun
pitiful affair. Perhaps when we become a afternoon tbe Kemp Sisters’ Wild West and
ael Meade.
Following
is the list of unclaimed mail
ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.
Tbe
Ksnyon
baseball
club
has
been
dis

ing that they wanted them in a very im
"typical society man” it will yet be early Congress of Rough Riders will give an ex
Misses M tude and Minnie Arnold, of Ak thealdition bad been accepted at a prev cil meetings for tbe past 26 years. He was
Judge Wickham has made the following
banded and Kenyon will not enter the in matter remaining in the ML Vernon Poet*
portant matter, but declined to tell him for
hibition
from
2
till
4
and
in
tbe
evening
ious
meeting.
enough
to
do
so.
brother
of
C.
M.
Kingsbury,
of
this
city.
a
assignment of cases for bearing tbe re
office for tbe week ending last Monday:
what purpose. The keys were turned over ron, spent Sundiy with Mrs. W. J. Vance,
Mr. Doty introduced an ordinance annex The fuuersl occurred Sunday efiernoon.
But the editor of tbe "twice-a" was young from 8 till 10. Tbe Indians are all genuine tercollegiate contest this season.
mainder of this week and next week:
Tax well Belli* r. George Bird, A Z. Bates,
Dr. Charles Fischer attended tbe consecra
to them and Policemen Lauderhaugh and East Vine street.
ing
tbe
property
in
Park
aJdi'ion
to
the
specimens
of
tbe
American
aborigine
and
not
so
many
years
ago,
when
smart
little
Miss Hinds lies returned to her home in
THURSDAY, MAY 6.
tion of tbe Church of Our Savior at Galena. Mrs Hattie Cristopher, Mrs. Ann Ewalt,
tivekan.
Plummer gained entrance to the jury room
Sixth
ward,
and
the
property
la
Riverside
tbe
cowboys
are
all
that
they
are
rrpresentboys
grew,
and
what
a
world
of
joy
and
Mrs.
Priscilla Flack. Geo. Heckert, Hy
Emerson vs- Marshal et al.
in the Court House, to watch the cell where Sandusky, after a pleasant visit with Mr. addition to the Second ward. The ordi
Hugh Tivenan, aged 53 years, a well
draulic Cider Go., Miss Eva Johnson, W. E.
comfort be must have been to bis parents ed to be by tbe dime novelist. Tbeir war O., on Thursday morning.
and
Mrs.
Judson
Bill.
FRIDAY, MAY 7.
Dr. H. W. Jones spent Sunday in Cleve Jones. Geo King,Miss S<rah Reynolds,Mre.
the men were confined
11 >wsver, their
known and respected citizen, died at his
nance received its first realiog.
when be was training for an almanac hu dtnets are said to be realistic and afford an
8. B. Reed. Thomas O. Scbooley, Bernard
Mr. Earl Howes, of Pittsburg, spent
Koons vs. Hall et al.
vigil availed them naught and they departMr. Kinsirn introduce I an ordinance to home al 604 Weit Gambier street early Fri
morist. Not having lived all our “young” excellent illustratioa of tbe superstition of land.
Smith. Mrs. Louetta Zeigler. Packages:
MONDAY, MAY 10.
«»! in the morning without having the priv Sunday with his grandmother, Mrs. Galle- improve tbe si rests and avenues in Park, day morning, of consumption, after an ill
Miss Grace Ewalt.
life in Mt. Vernon, there are perhaps things this race. There are twenty-two people
Hutchinson vs. Braddock.
ilege of nabbing the three fugitive forms as lier, of West C leatnut street.
Chas. E. Cbitchfiblu,
A.
F.
IlAWLINSON
HONORED
Riverside and Rogers' addition, and it was ness lasting over five month®. For many
we have not learned, or may be we have with tbe troupe, all told. Here is a list of
TUESDAY MAY 11.
Postmaster.
they appeared out a convenient window.
years be was a treck foreman on tbe B A
Mrs. I. Rosenthall and son. Marcus, re read the first time.
only learned them differently—better, we tbe acts they are under a contract to api»eir
Putt vs. Fowler.
Later the entire force and Mayor Huut turned last week from an extended visit
Chouen Grand Regent of the Royal
Tbe finance committee introduced the O , but of late years has been employed by
shall hope- Tbe "affidavit” club was be in:
WEDNESDAY MAY 12.
went up to ihe jail and told Sheriff Smools with friends in Philadelphia.
tbe C. A G Cjoper Co. He is survived by
— The High School Alumni Association
regular monthly pay ordinanceKemp sisters driving tiny ponv chariots.
fore our time and no doubt administered
Arcanuin at Youngstown.
Cowboys showing how mall and express
Cooper vs. SilHman.
of their suspicions. It was early and the
his wife. The funeral occurred Sunday af
will hold a meeting at the central building
training
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only
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becoming
man

Judge John Adams, who has been con
was
carried
In
the
early
davs
in
the
western
VAKIOCB COMMITTEE RZPOSTS.
Centerburg Village School District vs. ifest.
search of the cells had not been made, but
country.
At tbe Grand Council Session of tbe Friday evening at 7 o’clock. AU members
fined at tbe home of his daughter, Mrs. 8.
Mr. Larimore, for the s’reet committee, ternoon after services at St. Vincent de Mitchell, guardian.
Welsh ponv race between "Mida Kemp"
that official readily accorded them the
Pau
la
church,
and
interment
was
made
in
Tbe editors of the "twice-a” are pretty and "Colored Bov.”
Royal Arcanum held at Youngatown last are requested to be present.
H. Peterniun, for the past week, is improv reported that the committee respec*fully
THURSDAY, MAY 13.
privilege of investigating, which they did
Kemp Bros, giving a bare back standing week, Mr. Alfred E. Rswlinson.of this citv,
warm, in tbeir own opinion, but tbey don't Roman
ing.
declined tbe proposition of Charles Roberts Calvary cemetery.
— For the Knights of Pythias Grand
race, each riding two horses ana
Weaver vs. Minteer.
to their heart's content. The men were
need
a
safety
valve.
We
say
tbey
don
’
t
making
the mount while going at full was elected Grand Regent. The position Lodge of Ohio, Toledo, May 24 and 25, tbe
to sell a strip off g lot on the new Gambier
Miss
Elinor
Tier,
Miss
Maude
Appleton
Taylor
vs.
New.
taken cut ore at a time and thoroughly
speed.
need a safety valve.
road, fur the purpose of widening tbe
Cowboy giving an illustration of the use of is an honor, not only to himself, but also to C,A A C. Rail way Comp tny will sell ex
FRIDAY, MAY 14.
searched, and two bottles of acid were and Mias Maude Hubbdl went to Axron,
the lariat fn catching wild horses and cattle Mt. Vernon Council, of which he is a mem clusion tickets to Toledo on the above dales
John
Harper,
aged
83
yea
if
,
died
at
bis
street.
Davis vs. Hall.
on the plains.
found. Tbe saws were not diecovered, al. Friday, as delegates to the State convention
SOARED AWAY.
M r. MoFeely stated that tbe sewer com home on West High street Saturday morn
Race between Indians, cowbovs and Jock ber. Mr. Rawlinaon was elected Grand at rate of one fare for the round trip.
Dowds, treasurer, vs. Sapp.
though they were on the persons of the of tbe Daughters of Ihe King.
eys, one-half mile.
ing, after an illness of over a year. He was
Sentry when the Grand Council met here in Ti-’-ets good going only on date of sale and
mittee
had
held
a
meeting
and
bad
decided
Grand hurdle race between cowboy, jock
Mr. W. P. Fulton has resigned his posi
Burglars Surprised in Two Attempts
men at the time. Failing to And ihe saws
born in Maryland, but came to this State
1890 and every year since be has been sd- good returning until May 28th, inclusive.
ey and lady.
to
have
tbe
engineer
write
to
tbe
8tate
BUrr FOB DAMAGESThursday Night.
they concluded they had been dropped into tion as chief clerk in tbe office of the engi
"Umbrella' and cigar race, given bv two vauc d in Ihe line ot grand offices, having
and settled near Newark and liter in this
jockevs, colored ana white.
— On Sunday, May 9th, the C., A. AC.
Doslies Armstrong began suit Saturday
the urinal and a plumber was secured who neer of maintenance of way, in the C , A. Board of Health and ascertain when tbey city. He was twice married, and is sur*
Burglars turned loo re in tbe city Thurs Cowboy showing how thev break the bron filled all (he stations in the Grand Council railway will run a line excursion to Cleve
removed the pipes, but found no saws. Ic AC. system at this place, and will go to will have a meeting, with a view to sending vived by his wife and two children, Earl against the T. <fc O. C. Railway Company
co In the' far west.
night
and
made
two
at Cowbov’s fnn, picking up small objects from the lowest to tbe highest and is tbe land. Special train will leave Mt. Vernon
a committee from the Council to confer
for $1,900 damages and tbe abatement of a day
the allernoon the iuen were taken out and Texas to accept another position in the
only one that ever succeeded in attaining at 8:10 a in., arrive in Cleveland at 11:50 a
with them in regard to the~proposed Eistern and Ells Harper, of this city. The funeral nuisance. In his petition tbe facts as bet tempts to pillage. About two o'clock Fri while riding at full speed.
Horse against grevhound.one-half mile.
placed in tbe old Bergin cell, while the auditing department if a system io that
this distinction by advancement through m Returning special train will leave Cleve
district sewer. -They bad received a rep'y occurred Monday afternoon.
day morning Policeman Woollson was
Grand
four-horse
chariot
race,
four
thor

forth
are
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follows:
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is
owuer
of
a
steel cage was thoroughly scrubbed and stats.
oughbreds to each chariot, one-half mile, the line of e ffices.
stating that a meeting would be held on
walking
down
Chestnut
street
when
be
land at 6 p. nr. Tickets also good returning
lady and gent to drive.
16.76 acre tract of land in Hilliar township
searched. When the men wrre re'timed
DOTY.
May 6. He introduced a motion authorizing •
of horse thieves, participated in
on
train No. 28, leaving Cleveland at 8 p. mthrough which runs what is known as tbe saw two men in an alley in the rear of byCaptaring
they were again searched, Wheeler first, and
Indians and “thief," banging
LOCAL BREVITIES.
a committee consisting of the sewer commit
Mrs. Elizibeth Doty, aged 82 years, died Coe ditch, a channel for carrying off water, Bishop’s grocery, on West High street. As andcowbovs.
Fare from Mt. Vernen only one dollar:
shooting of the "thief.”
Sales By the Sheriff.
nothing was found On Chari e Irvine they
Prof. G- P. Kemp rides three thorough
tee,'Civil Eugiueer and Dr. Larimore,to visit at the home of her daughter, Mrs. < ’aroline and which finds an outlet in a watercourte he started toward
the place where
found two saws in the bosom of a white
bred horses. Roman standing stvle. strictly
Saturday, May 15; 14 acres in Monroe children between 5 and 12 years of age fifty
— Retail price: Batter, 121; agga, 10.
and confer with the State Board of Health, Mitchell, 105 North Mulberry street, at one lying northwest of said lands. Iu April, tbe iuen were standing, they disappeared, bareback
,one-balf mile.
shirt which he wore, and which had been
township;
appraised at $280; case <f George cents.
Cowboys and Indians chase for a bride.
— Read the Buckeye Company’s ad.
on that date. After some discussion the o’clock Tuesday afternoon, of general debil 1S95, the railroad company built a trestle but he hurried on and made an investiga
placed there and the shirt afterwards launKemp sisters with their high jumping D. Hatter vs. Martin Stinenietz and o hero;
— A {mysterious gentleman called at the
motion
was
put
and
lost
by
an
aye
and
nay
ity. Deceased was born in Pennsylvania across the wateremrse, one of the embank tion, discovering that the putty had been Welsh ponies.
— $1 to Cleveland and return viaC., A. A
dried. On Jim Irvine they found the other
attorney general's office lest week and veri
H.
H.
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M.
Greer,
attorneys
Two
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change
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ladv
and
gentleman
vote.
,
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:
November 9, 1814, but came to Knox coun ments obstructing tbe course of tbe stream cut from a pane of glass in a rear window. changing horses each half mile.
,fc
two saws. Acting upon the theory that they C. Sunday, May 9lh.
Saturday, May 29; two tracts of 94 acres fied his suspicion that the sale of cigarettes
Tbe oom mil tee to whom Was referred the ty in early youth. 81ie was married to and causing tbe water to back up into tbe A thorough search was made for the burg Trick and fanev shooting by lady.
— Dr. James I-ee will remain in the office
had been passed into them, they imntedi.
aud 53} acies respectively in Howard town together with the buttons which•ie’
War dance by Indians.
lars,
but
they
had
thoroughly
dieappetred.
report
of
the
Trustees
pf
ithe
Public
Ll*
Jan es Doty in 1834, and three children, Coe ditch and overflow ths lands of plain
Holding up a coach in true frontier style
ately arrested Jennie I:vine, wife of Jint of Dr. John E. Russellfora year.
tbe craze, is a violation of tectiofi
About an hour later Merchant Policeman by Indians, rescue by cowboys, coach to be ship, first appraised at $2,000, tecond at
brary, submitted a
•'»* yrep'rf, which,
Irvine, and Beuzy Tanglier, for aiding
— The Bakris will accept on subscrip upon motion of Mri-Ransom,-ikes recei> - two living, were born. She is survived by tiff. Critchfield & Graham are pUintitUe Mique O’Brien was walking up the alley driven to four horses.
$1,500; suit of Sarah J. Bowland vs. Lewis cigarette law of 1894, which provides that
two.
daughters,
Mrs.
Caroline
Mitchell,
of
Burning of log cabin bv Indians, saving of G Welker. Cooper & Moore, attorneysattorr.eye.
prisoners to escape, in that they were the tion account several loads ofdjrj body. wood
nothing in the way of a prize shall be
id the rear of Quaid's store when be dis the family bv the cowboys and massacre by
ed and placed on file.
this city, and Mrs. Alrneds Gardner, of
parties who passed the saws to the prison if delivered at once. ' * S’
furnished with a box of c gare'tes. A tine
the Indians.
Saturday,
May
29,
lot
on
Eist
Gambier
Health Qffiper Blair lubmiited his yearly Criumbus Tbe fineral service will be
covered that one of the shutters wai open.
World renowned Buckskin Bill, champion street, io Mt. Vernon; appraised at $2,000: of from $10 to $50 and imprisonment is im
WILL OF UEOBOE B. EWERS.
ers.
— The Board of EJucatiqpheld a meeting report, and ou motiou of Mr. Ransom, ths held at tbe home Thursday afternoon, by
fancy glass ball shot of America, shooting
The last will and teetament of George B. He walked into the premises and found lass balls with two revolvers, holding brl- suit of Columbus Ewalt, as guardian vs. posed. half the fine to go to the informer.
In its issue of Saturday morning the Re Monday evening and re elected L D. Bone8le ,n the teeth, while riding at break neck Robert Millet; W. L. McElroy and H. H. It is said that ths desire for the buttons has
publican makes a treble attempt to cast re brake superintendent, and J. K Baxter same was received and placed on file. ' *’ Rev. Eudley, and interment will be made Ewers, late of Middlebury township, was that the shutter was on a window which speed.
Tbe Cemetery Trustees submi ted tbeir in Mound View.
filed Saturday. It is short, containing but adjoins the one by which entrance was
flections upon Sheriff Smoots, in order that principal.
a tendency to get boys into the cigarette.,
<fe R. M. Greer, attorneys.
yearly report of expenditures and repairs,
few over 100 words, an J bequeathes to his gained several months ago when the raid
the acts of the police ntay stand out more
kotes.
Saturday, May 29lb; 330 acres in Pleasant habit, and on this account prosecutions are
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store.
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shut
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—
So
far^nsither
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"other
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papers
wife all bis property. Tbe will was execut
prominently. The meat in the cocoanut is
to he commenced all over the State.
Chief Long feat her, with his squaw, two township; appraised at $6,380; suit of
ed May 23. 1896, in the presence of George ter had been cut away In exactly the same
that the police triad to make a grand stand have taken any steps to determine "who statement of the receipt! aud outlays <Jf the
Let
ilia
8.
Oglevee
and
others
va.
Robert
manner, but tbe window bad not been young bucks and a papoose, is on his way
J. Ewers and Annette Ewers.
play, put Sher.ff 8moo's in the hole, and tbe parents of the unfortunate child could trustees. It shows that that there was col
forced, the burglars having probably been to the Park, where he will pitch his tepee Miller and other*: Cooper A Moore and H. BE ON TIME
cover themselves with glory. But their have been." or'"why the body was placed lected in from lots sold aud back payments,
surprised before they succeeded in accom and remain duriog tbe season. The family II. A R M. Greer, attorney*.
$1,166; this added to the balance of $212 10 Committee of Citizens Confer With
little program was spoiled. If the police there.”
NEW CASES.
And to enable you, provide yourself
Saturday, May 29ib; house and lot in
are from Cinandaugua, Province of Que
in
the
treasurytogether
*<itb
the
silipunf
plishing this.
Mr.
West
water
Thursday.
—
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of
the
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M.
were sincere in tbeir efforts to preveut a jail
The Home Building and Loan Co- bring
W.
Danville; appraised at $566; suit of Lewis B. with A GOOD TIME PIECE.
bec,
in
<
anada.
derived
from
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sources,
makes
tbeir
delivery why did they go about it as they will convene at Lake Hiawatha Park Mav
action against Emily and Robert M. Critch
Six of the Indians with the Wild West Houck vs- William Platz aud other*: Lewis carry a large stock of Watches for Lad
total receipts - $2,495. The expenditures
did? Why did they go to Davy Tuttle for IS and 19. Tbe representatives from Commo
show are from the Rosebud Agency, in B. Houck, attorney.
were $2,425.95. leaving a balance of $69 05 Meeting of Citizens Held iu the field to recovsr $140 loaned them on one
ies and Gentlemen, of all styles and
the keys to the Court House when every dore Perry Council are C. A. Mitchell
share of stock and secured by mortgage on
South Dakota. They are full blooded Sioux,
in
tbe
treasury.
The
report
was
referred
to
Woodward
Tuesday
and
Subscrip

Saturday, May 29; 40 acres in Liberty grades, and we can please you in qual
body knows that the Sheriff has constantly end I«aiah Ilu’chinson.
lot
57
in
Danville.
Dwight
E
Sapp
ia
a revision committee.
Cornea Within the Pale of the Habit aud among them are the two old warriors, township; appraised at $735; suit of Wilmot ity and satisfy you in price.
tions Started.
in his possession keys to all parts of the
— Elmer Shoemaker, tbe photographer,
plaintiff s attorr ey.
Red Tomahawk and Chief 8hield, who Sperry vs. Charles Hatton and others II
ual Criminal Act,
Court House? Why did they act so mys received a massage Tuesday informing him
Kiss Sherman brings partition proceed
Inspect our display of Silverware,
have gained notoriety for tbeir lawlessness. H. A R M. Greer, attorneys.
MISCELLANEOUS.
terious about it, and decline to tell for that bis brotner-in-law, Louis Sears, of
Jewelry and Optical Goods.
The committee of citizens, consisting of iugs against Henry Whitmore et al. She
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Indians
are
in
charge
of
Captain
Shaw,
Mr.
Doty
asked
that
tbe
Civil
.
Eagineer
what purpose they wanted them? And Ashland, was dead, Mr. Shoemaker left for
be ordered to give the grade for a stone Mayor Hunt, Solicitor Thompson, James alleges that she ia. as heir, entitled to the And He Will Probably Spend the a United States army officer.
furthermore, having the information that Ashland Tuesday evening.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
YOUNG & CLARK’S,
The Kemp 8isters Wild Weat give their
crossing at the AVest end of Curtis street Israel, A. M. Stadler and Charies lams, met undivided one half of 26 34 ac:es in LibertyRemainder of His Days With*
they did, was it not their du’y to immedi
— Detective Martin on Monday arres’ed A motion to this effect was carried.
fames West water and consulted with him towusbip. D. F. and J. I). Ewing are at*
opening
performance
of
the
season
here.
lie South Main Street.
in Prison Walls.
ately notify the Slieiiff in order that (he two small boys named Brentlinger and
Corrected weekly by the North-West
The horseless carriage will positively be era Elevator A Mill Co.
Ms. Coe again stated that be ;wqu d like Thursday afternoon in regard to opening torneys for plaintiff.
affair might be frustrated and prevented? Harrington, for jumping on to C., A. A C.
B F Manly against Joseph Wagner, is
the bridge works plant in this city. Mr.
in operation, and the Park management
The old adage about an ounce of prevention trains, in this city. Tbey were taken before to have tbe Solicitor write to the State Com Westwater was accompanied by George tbe title of a suit to recover $200 due on a
SO
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to
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being worth a pound of cure evidently does tbe Mayor and fined one dollar and costs.
BLUE GRASS
promissory
note
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by
mortgage
on
burglar, Wm. Wheeler, whose case is being less. in this city, as a guarantee that tbe Oats...................................... ..................
ling the B. A O, railroad company to erect Abernathy, his partner, Harry Kennedy
15
no: have much weight with them
The
CONDITION
— Ex-Councilman Thomas Cole had a gaies*at tbeir crossings over Vine, Gambier, and F, C. I^wis Tbe par y visited the twoacresiu Gambier. W. L. McElroy is investigated by tbe grand jury, is a desper carriage will operate and earn’ passeugers. Taylor’sDiaden: Flour. .................. $1 35
whole sffeir shows to what depilis ihe po
bridge works plant, making a careful in attorney for plaintiff.
hand badly lacerated Monday morn
ate criminal. His actions all along have in
“
Best Flour..... ................. 125
POWDERS
lice were willing to jeopardize ihe city's and ing. while leading a colt. Tbe animal shied High and Chestnut streets.
spection of the same, aft* r which they re.
dicated this and tbe recent developments
Bran, per ton............... ............... $ 12.00
Mr.
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Engineer
county's interests in order to obtain a little
—
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who
was
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in
a
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00:
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.
,
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Shorts, per ton.............. ................ 12.00
suddenly and drew the strap by which it furnished the Fifth ward trustees grade for pair d lo the Mayor's office where Mr.
brought out by Sheriff Smoots clearly sub
Form an excellent appetizer
personal aggrandizement. In viola-ion of
Newark dive by Frank Davidson, of Ho
Mark Cook, assignee of Daily Bros., filed stantiate (hat he 5s s **—
Cash paid for wheat.
Weetwater submitted the following proposi
was held through Mr. Cole's hand, lacerat a crossing on Lamartine street. Carried.
for domestic animals, inducing a
their plain duty they were willing to allow
mer,
died
last
week.
report
of
sale
and
same
was
confirmed.
ing and cutting it.
done three terms in Ohio’s big penal insti
Upon motion of Mr. Welsh the matter of tion iu writing:
fiue, glirssy coat and a good gen
tbe new steel cage to be wrecked and tbiust
Warrant to return Ralph Bingham to tution. Several days ago Sheriff Smoots
— The Liberty parly will hold a county
eral condition. 25 eta. per pack
M». Vernon, O., April 29, 1897.
extra expense upon tbe county for its re convention next Satniday at 1:30 p , m. at permitting the B. A O. railroad company to To Col L. G Hun’, chairman of tbe Citi insane asylum for recommittal haa been went to Columbus to look up bis record. He
CAPES AAD JACKETS
LOCAL NOTICES
age nt
erect a penstock in Norton street, was taken
pair, besides taking tbe chances of the pris tbe Men's Christian League room for tbe
zeus’ committee on Bridge work*:
issued and return made.
bad
no
great
trouble
in
getting
what
be
from
the
table.
A
motion
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o
refuse
them
Sir—After a careful and conservative esti
ons's escaping in order that they might purpose of reorgsn'zatiou and to elect dele
HARRY M. GREEN’S
Iu tbe matter of tbp assignment of Dona- wanted and returned borne with three
tbe privilege was lost, then a motion to in mate, I have reached the conclusion that it
LADIES’ SKIRTS AXD SUTS. At Very Low Prices at Ringpose as heroes. Their little plan was too gates to the State convention, which will be
will require fully six thousand dollars lo hey «fe Bro., report of s<le of desperate photographs of Wbeeler, in prison garb,
Drug Store.
definitely
|>ostpone
was
lost,
and
finally
a
transparent, toq, ’bin and deserves the just held at Columbus on the 24th Inst.
place the p'ant of the Mt. Vernon Bridge claims has been made and confirmed.
each picture representing a different period
motion
to
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the
privilege
was
wait
’
s
Special
Sale.
condemnation it is receiving from all citi
w>»ks iu condition to commence business
First and final account has been filed by of incarceration. Saturday night's Colum
Special Sale at Ringwall’s.
— Dr. John E. Russell narrowly lost.
I hereby nuke to the citizens of Mt. Ver
zensSpecial sale of Ladies’
Mr. Meyers introduced a resolution au non, Ohio, the following proposition: If W. H. Mitchel), executor of Mary Ann bus Dispatab has this to say:
eecai>ed
a
serious
accident
Friday
eveniog.
It is also appropriate to call the attention
Hall.
Special
sale
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’
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me
by
tbe
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Koebne.
of
the
penitentiary,
has
and
Children’s spring Capes
thorising the Civil' Engineer to prepare
of the public to the fact that while the po He was driving east on Vice street and was
Mamie E Hei.iy Las been app tinted ad. been subpoenaed to appear on Monday next and Children's skirts and
of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, to enable me
plans and specifications for the proposed citizens
about
to
cross
tbe
B.
A
O.
tracks
when
and
Jackets at Ringwalt’s
to nmke these repairs and put the works in miDistratrix of Belle Heury, giving $50boDd at Mt. Vernon with tbe books of tbe prison
lice were watching the jail, two burglaries
were being attempted, and that it would train shot by barely missing bisteam. The improvements of the streets aud alleys in running order, I hereby agree to organize with W. M. Koons and L. L. Williams as in tbe care of tbe State of Ohio against suits at Ringwalt’s closes closes next Saturday. May
the Mt. Veinou Bridge and Construe ion
___ ++__
William Wbeeler, who is to be tried for
♦♦
have been better if the police bad b. en at horses backed and came near upsetting the Park, Riverside j and Rogers additions. Co., wiih a capital of not less than $60,000, sureties.
Prices ne »rer so low.
robbery under the habitual criminal act, next Saturday, May 8th. 8th.
Carried.
Adjournment
was
taken
until
carriage
before
they
could
be
controlled.
tending to tbeir duly of guarding the prop
of which not le<® than $39,000 shall be paid
Ewing Sim®, administrator of James and if be is convicted be will be one of tbe Rare opportunity for bar
Your HORSES and CATTLE need
May 24.
in as cash Capi'al, aud start and operate the Rtagb, lias filed tale bill, total, $187.30.
"long terra" men in tbe prison. The books
erly of tbe citizens for which they are hired
— Tbe Christian Association will open
a SPRING MEDICINE as well as
gains.
Notice Tbe Burkholder Studio’s Special
works,
employing
not
le
s
than
fifty
(50)
of
the
prison
show
that
William
has
been
a id paid.
A copy of the last will and testament of leading a criminal Lfe. for lo, these many
a sewing school in the bisement of tbe
you do. Perhaps you have kept
men in said work*.
Says'He Saw the Airship.
Offer.
The claim made by tbe Republican that public library building next Saturday afterSaid donation to be paid in the following Elise Michelson, late of Boulder county, years, and it will be bard for him to escape
your HORSE in the stable all win
'
A
Columbus
paper
prints
a
dispatch
from
For
Rent.
For the next 30 days, to introduce
payment*: One-third in 30 days, one-sliird Colorado, has been fiied for record.
She iIf 8 moots did not want to allow tbe ternoon at 1:30 o'clock, for tbe purpoee of
conviction if the county prcsecut >r has
ter, aud his DIGESTION has l»e*
properly indicted him. He has done time
My Frame Dwelling House, situate the new Photo button, we will give one
offic is entrance on Fri»
morning is giving instruction to children of the poor. Mt. Vernon keying that President of the in 60 days, end one third in 90 days from
come poor and his coat ol hair is
date of starting and operating said
under tbe name* of Nicholas Heim. Nicho on the corner of Vine and Division free with every sitting. Call at the gal
DEEDS FILED FOR RECORD
rough and shaggy.
If so, you
sheer rubbish. That official readily granted Children between tbe ages of 8 aud 15 are town’s t'junpil, Mr. W. P. Bogard ur, de the
works.
las
Baker
aod
William
Shafer.
The
first
lery and see samples of the button.
clares be saw tbe airship Thursday night.
should get a package of
them their desire and oid everything iu his invHtd to be piesent.
Justus D. Smoots, Sheriff, to George W time lie was convicted was in the United streets, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Said house
As soon as advised by your committee
Mr. Bogardus was probably on his way that tbe above sum has been subscribed, 1 Mullin, 241 acres io Berlin, $1,570.
States court in this citv for robbing a post- contains eight rooms, cellar under en
power to aid them, a compliment which
Don’t forget that the finest line, Larg Colonial Stock Food.
— Miss.Lulu f jntryman, proprietor of
proceed at once to make the necessary
in northeastern Ohio; his second term tire house, furnace, bath room, city and
they had not th< light of according him. tbe Parisian millinery store, turned tbe home from an exoeedingly animated meet shall
Nancy E. Lewis to Anson B. Lewis, 4i office
rei>airs.
Reaper fully submitted,
was from Franklin county, and tbe last cistern water in pantry; stable on lot. est variety and lowest priees on Wail
ing
of.
the
city
fathers.
—
Newark
Advocate
Even had Sheriff Sino ts « bj»ctcd to allow keys of her establishment over to Judge
acres in Clinton, $1.
Paper is at Arnold's.
tSigned)
Ja.wE3 Westwatbr
term was from Clark connty. He served Possession given May 1st.
It will tone up the system, give new
ing them ta ro m nt will over the j*11, he fobn Adams, attorney for Osborn, Hutchins
A. M. Mitchell to Jonathan E. Osburn, two years from Franklin, four years from
Also, my Frame Houee, located on
Mr. West water declared that it is bis in
life and a glossv coat of hair. It is
—
MrkCaroline
Miskel
Hoyt,
ackuowledg
Clark,
divided
into
two
years
for
horse
would h«ve been entirely justified. They A Hunt, of Cincinnati. Thursday evening,
Lodge
Boom
for
Keut.
North
Mulberry
street,
containing
9
good tor KIDNEY TROUBLE.
ed to bs the most beautiful actress on tbe tention, provided tbe $6,000 is donated, to lots 87 and 88 in Academia, $75
and one year each on two charges rooms, grates, gas, hydrant and cis: era
have no more right to be allowed <o cuter to satisfy claims made by them. She claims
Jonathan E Osburn and wife to Anna stealing
HIDE-BOUND or DISORDER of
The third floor of the Banner Build
for grand larceny. There is but little doubt in yard. Stable, Ac.
American s’age, comes to tbe Great South organize a compAiiy with $30,000 cash cap
the j til than any citizen
BLOOD.
ing, which is well adapted for a lodge
that he will be convicted as tbe books are
to have certain arrangements with the firm ern. at Columbus, next Monday evening, in ital in the form of common stock, and then M. Cook, lot 87 and 88 in Academia, $75.
Also new six room frame houee East room, is for rent. Call at the Banner
On Friday evening a Bakkku rc| orler saw which they failed to live up to, causing
B. M. Ferguson to Mary E. Mitchell, part so kept that a question of identity can
"A Contented Woman.” This performance dispose of $30,000 preferred stock, giving
It costs but 50c, and is the larg
avenue. office for information regarding same.
hardly arise under the circumstances. Wil part of city cn Cedar
the three iuen in the jail and asked them dissatisfaction.
Z
will close tbe season of tbe Great Southern. him ample working capital. All the busi cemetery lot, $25.
est package of good goods on the
liam, with his long list of aliases, will un Price $7 per month.
for an interview, to »ln<b they as.-euted.
I.
aara
V.
Blue
et
al.
to
P.
H.
Cosner
aud
ness
of
tbe
James
Westwatu
Co.
will
be
doubtedly feel at borne when be reaches
market today. It is equal to most
Howard Harper.
— Gus Yarger, residing several miles west
Coffee! Coffee!
— William Agnew, tbe gardener living
(' isrlee Irvine said tin I rime ihe raws bad
wife part lot 10 in Bladensburg, $600.
the prison. He has distributed bis favors
$1 packages cf other kinds. One
Enquire at Banner office.
of the city in Green Valley, was driving a east of tbe city, was arretted Slonday by turned over to the new company and tbe
You
can
buy
a
first
class
roasted
in
the
way
of
convictions
in
several
coun

been discover? I he fell willing to tell all
J. D. Smoots, Sheriff, to B- Manley et al.,
plant opera'ed to produce not only tbe steel
box will convince you that we are
cotTee at 15 cents per pound. Call and
ties. probably with a view to escaping con
conccriting the sffai . In substance he herd of cattle Friday in front of a wagon < .instable Walters, charged with cruelty to work, but entire structures. He placed the 45} acres in ClintoD, $2,245right. Try it.
Baby carriages in great variety; cele see it at Warner W. Miller’s.
on which he was riding. Tbe cattle shied his stepson, Michael Pryor, a fourteen year
viction under tbe habitual criminal act, but
claimed i • have (U clisscd the saws and
II. L. McKibben et al to (lie Board of Ed- *his sins have found him out.’ ”
brated Whitney make. Best carriage
and Yarger jumped off to guard them, old lad. It appears that on Saturday Agnew minimum number of men to bs employed
carried them to j-»il with him. When he
at 50 and said that he preferred to do this cation, lots 102, 103, 104, 105 in Park ad
Window shades in the new colors and
Some time ago, and cot loDg after tbe made. Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
when the team began to rqn. He grabbed
- heard that his brother had given himself tbe lines and was thrown beneath tbe became an ranged at some act of the boy and rather than promiss a larger number and dition, $1,010.
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold’s.
burglary at Quaid's, a mm employed at
beat
litra
with
a
broom
stick,
leaving
a
up iu Cincinnati, be immediately left ilia
James M. Andrews to James F. Andrews, tbe barn of Samuel Sanderson found a lot
House keepers, go to Beam’s for A special offer of solid oak curtain jioks
East Side Puhlii Square.
wheels, one of which pawed over his lsft number of terrible gashes in the boy’s back. then be unable to employ them.
at 25 cents in latest style small 'pole.
citv, becau-e he had heard that they wanted band, mashing it badly.
The public meeting at Woodward Opera east i«rtlota37 and 38 in Mt. Vernon, of clothing in tbe bay mow. Tbe find was dishes and house furnishing goods.
He
was
brought
before
’
Squire
Blair
and
See
it.
E.
O.
Arnold.
him for au accomplice, and went io New
House TnenUy night was attended by
$800.
reported to tbe (tolice and tbe goods re
— Tbe Degree of Pocahontas gave tbeir hcariug continued to Thursday. Meanwhile fair sized crowd. Mayor Hunt presided
New tilings in dishes, pretty decora
ark. There lie putrliised two « f the saws
W. D. Stoughton, guardian, to Art Clutter moved and readily identified by Mr. Quaid.
be
is
ou)
on
$100
bond,
signed
by
A.
C.
regular
annual
dance
in
the
arrnoty
Wed

Linoleum at Beam’s 12 feet wide.
tions and shapes and at lower price
and went Chicago. When lie returned to
and subscription .books were opened- Sever et al. eaat part lot 7 in Leek, $40.
The
goods
consisted
of
5
shirts,
6
pairs
of
than ever before. Have a look at them
this city he stopped in Garrett, Ind., aud nesday of last week, which was perhaps Ihe Dickiueoo.
al hundred dollars was subscribed before
Art Clutter et al. to A del la Hnpp, east trousers, 11 coats, 7 vesta and one mackin
at Arnold's.
— James Rinehart, the popular C., A. A the meeting adjourned. The committee part lot 7 in Lock, $800.
Until March 15th, a discount of 20
purchased two more paying a dollar aud most successful and enjoyable one ever
tosh.
per cent, on all fancy china and cut
twenty-five cents each for ihe f. ur. Ila se held by the order. Tbeir dances bavs come C. engineer, is minus • digit, and a negli. will call upon citizens to give them an op.
Verda Purdy et al. to John J. Walters,
Last
week
Wylie
Campbell,
living
be.
Window
Shades
at
Beam
’
s.
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.
cret* d the saws in il.e bosem of awhile to be popular affairs in tbe city and are al gent fireman and a set of air brakes is the port unity to subscribe to tbe fund.
lots 21 and 22 in levering, $700.
tween this city and Utica, and two miles
shirt and had them theie when ariesled by ways largely attended. Hill's orchestra cause of it While investigating the drive
Armer B. Elliott and wife to L A. Cul north of the latter place, found several tags
Onion Sets.
|10 Dinner Sets 100 pieces for $6.50 at
Marshal Beil. He inleudtd to break jail furnished tbe music to which the merry brake ou his engine at Warsaw Friday af
bertson part lot 201, old plat, Mt. Vernon, from clothing in his sheep barn. He
MT. VERNON TELEPHONE CO.
White
or
yellow
at Warner W. Mil
Frank
L.
Beam
’
s.
the night tl c hobos were arrtsted, stxe.sl dancers tripped un}il early tbe next morn ternoon, he stuck a finger, the second one
$1,200turned them over to Frank Alsdorf, one of
ler’s.
on his right hand, between the brake shoe
weeks ago. Tbe day they had their hear ing. Refreshments were served.
L. A. Culbertson and wife to Julia Elliott, tbe men who assisted in arres'ing Wheeler
1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide, G
— Tbe first "melt” made in tbe new and tba drive wheel. While in that posi Annual Sleeting of Stockholders 7i acres in Morris, $1,000.
ing in the Mayoi ’» <’-utt be still had the
Monuments.
at Utica. 8heriA Smoots learned of tbeir feet long, mounted on spring rollers at
Held Last Week.
saws in his shirt. He had arranged to go moulding room of the Cooper works was tion the fireman applied tbe air and tbe
George W. Wharton and wife to Leonard existence and on 8unday drove to Utica Frank L. Beam's.
Superior workmanship and lowest
brake
squeezed
off
the
finger.
He
came
on
run
off
last
week,
and
was
a
marked
sue;
out one night while he was cot tiaed down
Strick-r, 45 acres in Butlsr, $1,300.
and secured the tags, bringing them to this
prices. 407 West Vine St.
The stockholders of the Mt. Vernon Tele
stairs, but Slieiiff Smoots got. or to the fsc cess in every way. About fifteen lone were to Millerabnrg and bad the injury attended
Martha J Care et al. to Leonard Stricker city, where the cost mark thereon was read
Warner W. Miller, Prop.
Rog
ere
&
Bros.,
silver
plated
ware,
to
and
is
now
getting
along
nicely
at
his
phone Company held their anuual meeting 45 acres in Jackson, $986.
aud tramfeind him up lo the Drbolt cage put into the big cnpole Wednesday after
the Wm. Rogers MTg. Co., silver plated
ily recognized by Mr. Quaid.
isst week and choee directors, all the former
Buy
your
Wall Paper now at Beam’s
with Wheeler and his brother. From then, noon and the casting made a few hours home io this cily.
H. M. Mitchell to S. P. Flack, undivided
Through the untiring efforts of Sheriff ware at Beam’s. You can take your
— Burglars again got in their work Sun- ones being re-elected, as follows:
clearing sale—2,000 rolls 35c wall paper
he declared, they were constantly watched later. Aside from the slight slipping of
1 lots 14 and 131 in Academia, $550.
choice,
both
makes
guaranteed.
8moota a most damaging case will be pre
at 15 cents.
every-J day night in this city, and looted the cash
F. L. Beam, B. L McElroy, L. P. Hol
and were aft aid to make any attempt. One tbe belts on account of their newn
H. M. Mitchell to W. W. Miller, lot 119 sented against Wbeeler and that official
night they had concluded to cminience thing went ail right. The new cran«?s were box in a street car of the Ml Vernon Elec brook, H. C. Devin and P. 8 Kelwr. The in Academia. $90.
Another lot of those rugs at $1.49,
will dererve thanks for ridding tbe country
No. 1 Table Syrup.
tric Railway-Cp. Tbe car had been ' in ser board of directors organized by choosiog
worth t'2 50. Secure one soon as they
sawing and were waiting forau o| portunity tested and found to work admirably.
H. M. Mitchell to Hortense Andre, part of so dangerous an inhabitant.
You
can
buy one gallon for 20 cents
don’tjast long.
E. O. Arnold.
wheu all was sti.l when they heard the
— A first mortgage covering $3,000,000 vice during tbe day and at n’ght was ran the following officers: Frank L* Beam, lot 131 in Academia, $12.
at Warner W. Miller’s.
Sheriff come into the hallway and listen. worth of chattel proj>erty owned by the into tbe company’s barns on Etst High Preaiden : B. L McElroy, Vice President’
Florence Baldwin et al. lo Ida M Fisher
Reunion of Best Family.
Ficture Frames made to order at
They did not hear him return and were Central Vnion Telephone Company, was street. How tbe burglars gained entrance P. 8. Keiser, Secretary: Dr. L. P. Holbrook, land in Jefferson, $572.40.
Ths decend ants of Peter Best, on Thurs Frank L. Bearr’s.
af'aid to commence Ti e i they decided to filed in the county recorder’s office Tbure- to tbe t)aru it not known, but once on tbe Treasurer.
George W. Cramer and wife to Julia day, May 13, will celebrate tbe one hunMODERN CONDITIONS DEMAND a
Manager Kaiser made a most encouraging Northrup, lot 52 in Centerburg. $40.
woik in the day time, and ou Wednesday day. Tbe mortgage is in favor ef the llli- j inside tbey attempted the cash box with a
dredth anniversary of bis birth on a part of
Garden Seeds.
* t more effective remedy for catarrh than
any
heretofore dis.overcd. Modern Science
chisel.
Failing,
tbey
broke
tbe
glass
over
reixirt
of
the
j
ear
’
s
businets,
showing
that
afternoon they commenced, Wneeler aud noil Trust and Savings Bank, and is to sec
Anna Bell Mitchell to Ellen Alberts, part tbe old homestead west of Centerburg. 8yl'
A full line flower and garden seeds at
has produced it in the...................
..
Charles Irvine tiling tbe sawing while Lis ure the payment of interest on six per cent, the front of the box and rifted ' ita contents. there bad been au increase of 58 patrons lot 78 in Blocher's addition to Mt. Vernon, veeter Best will have charge of tbe reunion. Warner W. Miller’s.
hiother Jim watched. I’Uey m»ftl all the gold bonds. Tbe chattels Included in tbe They did not take any tickets, but confined during the year. A new 100-drop switch $750.
I A public reception will be held from 2 to 5
Beautiful carpets, newest styles,special
if.eiitoou end a sboit tin t iu the evening mortgage are located in the states of llli- themselves to the cash,., leaving but two . board has been ordered and will soon be
W. H- Smith, executor, to Della M. Shef- p. m to which all are invited.
patterns and at lowest pnces. All wool
Catarrh Cure. »s Ct». at Drug Stores.
A can cf varnish was placed in the central office in order to ac fer, et al. land in Clinton, $1.
but made no headway, so they coucealed nois, Indiana and Ohio, and the company’s J dollars in the box
| A very large number will be present. ingrain 37 cents. Don't buy a carj>et
commodate the increasing business.
’ also taken.
Michael Lyons to Anna Castner, i acre in There are now nine children living.
" their marks aud waited until >he next day. plant in Mt. Vernon.
until you look at Arnold’s

BRIDGE WORKS-AGITATION.

BAD MAN WHEELER

CONDITION POWDERS.

CRAFT & TAUGHER,

I

SHICKSHINNY

Milton Henry, a promibeht resident
of Vpp'-r Sahtlusky, dropped dead of
heart failure. He was a dealer in agri*
cultural iinplenienttt.

FAMOUS SPOONS.

NEILL OF

The Dolly Madi-o" Set lt« modeled tty
Mis. Cievelantl.

SCIENTISTS SAVED.

[Watt-li nglnit Spec. Chicago Tiibnt >.]

President Barnaby and Prof. Bowman, of Hartsville Col

THE ADVANCE

GEOGRAPHICAL
NaitteS iii A inerti a Taken Frollt Nov
eta and Ijeg^mls.

AGENT OF HEALTH

(A'g-tnatit.]

America can show many ge 'graphical
Pr»8 and Mrs McKinley wereHirprised
He was the second tl<x»r kalger. She
names
taken from novels, California
lege,
Survive
a
Serious
Illness
Through
the
Aid
of
after the installation in the White House
was his landlady’s niece. For eighteen
comes from the name of a fairy king
to learn that the old Dolly M«di«tn
months she had called him at 8 o’clock
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
dom i" a Spanish romance of the early
spoons and folks, that have been pait
precisely, and laid his simple meals
sixteenth century. The Antilles take
and
parcel
of
the
Executive
Mansion
twice a day. During that jteriod he had
From the .Republican, Columbus, Ind.
their name from Antiglia, an imaginary
belongings 'Y:\er since ih it f»mous
merely regarded her as an essential par
began
treatment
from
the
first,
trying
various
The Hartsville College, situated at Harts
island figuring in Italian legends con
medicines
and
different
physicians.
Finally,
woman held sway there, had some time ville, Indiana, was founded years ago in the
ticle of the lodging house. Perhaps he
Love is the keyinterest of the United Brethren Church, when after some considerable time, I was able to nected with the wanderings of Saint
since been melted do vn and with other the
stone of a woman’s
was dull of ol»servation.
state was mostly a wilderness, and colleges return to my duties. Last spring I was elected
life. Her fondest
While lb use rilvtr converted into the were scarce. The college being an old insti resident q£the college. Again, of course, I Brendan, and mark-el in the latitude of
Stephen Lamb was forty-nine, short
hopes rest upon this
is well known throughout the country, jad considerable work, and the trouble, which the Sargasso Sea on Catalan and Ge-no
set of fotks and sptains treed at the Cab tution,
and spare of figure, sallow of skin, and
tender emotion ; her
former students having gone into all parts of at no time had been entirely cured, began to
highest pride is in her
affect me, and last fall I collapsed. I had e-se PorUilaui of the thirteenth and four
inet dinner Thursday evening last.
existed I ehind tinted spectacles. Uis
the world.
capacity to awaken
different doctors, but none did me any good. teenth centuries.
Montreal is by some
the love which makes
It had long been claimed ti e White
valuation of hiniselt was small, render
Professor Bowman, who is professor of natural
a happy wife ; her ,
science, told me of his experience with Dr. said to tukeits name from a legendary
II
nne
silver
was
not
only
clumsily
con

ing
him
nervous
and
retiring
in
manner
noblest ambition is to f
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People and castle nieiiticin el iu French romances ot
become a loved and ' ~
and wholly unattractive.
structed, hut I icrause of their weight
urged me to give them a trial, because they
loving mother.
had benefited him in a similar case, and I a very early date. The island of Bara
“lie must be a good little man,” once
Mrs. Cl< veland sent all the plate to a
Any weakness or
finally concluded to try them.
taria, lineally des.end»d from Sancho
Lx'al siiverMiiiih asking for an estimate
disease which inca
temarked the landlady. “Comes home
“The first box of pills helped me, and the
pacitates her to fulfill
Panza’s imaginary governorship, also
second
gave
great
relief,
such
as
I
had
never
o'" how many t uks and spoons, in tea
regular, drinks water and pays me every
the exalted function
experienced from the treatment of any phy figures on the maps of Louisiana; while
of motherhood is the
Monday morning on the stroke of the
and dessert sizes, could ta made from
sician. After using six boxes of the medicine
saddest blight which
I was entirely cured. To-day I am perfectly it is a m<s>t question wlother the
clock, and----- ”
the collection. The firm asked t<» r»can come upon a wo
well. I feel better and stronger thau for the S raight of Juan de Fuca does not take
man's life.
“And lives like a mole,” concluded
tain the Dolly Madison spoons as pay
last eight years, and weigh more than I ever
But there is no rea
its name from a historical geographical
did in my life and am steadily gaining.
ment for remodeling ’he balance «-f tire
h» r ni ce, contemptuously.
son in nature why any
“ I am doing much work in the college, romance, a la Rider tliggird. devised
hindrances or de
Stephen’s attention was first attracted
plate, which off* r was refused, and then
besides considerable studying and reading
rangements of this kind should continue to
without the least difficulty. My nervous by n Gre« k sailor of Q icen El zdieih’s
oflered a fancy figure for them, which
exist. Ninety-nine times in a hundred they by a rent in her gown. He became in
system is perfectly strong, and I have no day for the benefit of her majesty’s resi
are completely overcome in a perfectly terest d in the frayed enag, which gaped
was also refused.
signs of indigestion.
natural and scientific way by the use of Dr.
dent at Yei ice and his own pocket. “I
“ I certainly recommend this medicine.”
It is understood the shrewd si'ver
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, which gives for two whole days.
To allay all doubt, Prof. Barnaby cheer- Brazil” is f»u :d in early Irish legend as
healthy power and capacity to the special
•‘Why don’t you mend it?” be asked
«miths wanted to , re-eiv#* the Dolly
tnllv made an affidavit before
organs; reinforces the nerve-centres and
an i-tland in the Atlanti<-; and it is a
PROF. ALVIN P. BARNABY.
Lyman J. SccDDER, Notary Public.
Madison spoons as relics of great lii.-toi1 makes natural, healthy motherhood possi > n the third morning.
Prof. Bowman on being asked regarding his moot question whether the Empire of
A reporter recently called at this famous
ble, safe and comparatively easy.
icd value, e»t"emi»ig them as really seat
“That’s my business.”
illness
and
cure
said
it
was
so,
and
was
just
as
of learning and was shown into the room
It makes the coming of baby almost free
Brazil derives it« name from this crea
The retort was sharp. He blushed
worth their weight in gold to any anti- of the President, Prof. Alvin P. Barnaby. President Barnaby had said.
from pain; gives strength and cheerfulness
Prof. Bowman is also a minister of the gos
When last seen by the reporter Prof. Barnaby
to the mother, and constitutional vigor to behind his newspaper, n proved for his
quati m collector, hut Mrs. Clevt land was in delicate health, and much indisposed. pel, and for a number of years was pastor of tiou of the Celtic f.iticy, or from wood
the child. It is the only medicine in the
wtu’d consent to no inteif-reoce with To-day he was looking well and hearty, and the United Brethren Church at Charlotte, from whtchadje resembling in color
world devised for this one purpose by an first remark. The next day he saw that
apparently in the best of health. In response Michigan.
burning cinders *as made.
educated physician, a skilled and experi it was mended in a zigzag of white cot
her plat s. She scut itie silver to Hie to an inquiry the professor said :
“ A vear ago last fall,” said Prof. Bowman,
enced specialist in this particular field of
“
I
suffered
with
nervous
exhaustion,and
was
“ Oh, yes, I am much better, I assure you,
mint, aud had it niched into ingots, and
ton. lie reflected that common sense
practice.
than for some time. You see I had a hard unable to properly attend to my duties. I
C., A & C. Excursions
•• I cannot say enough in praise of Dr. Pierce’s wi uid have darned dark slufi with black
ihe
silver-mith
had
to
furnish
affidavit*
time
of it for several years. I am now in tried different physicians but with no relief,
Favorite Prescription, as it has done me a world
HOM»>ICI'KEbs' XXCOkKloM TICKETS.
of good, and has, undoubtedly saved mv life,” thread, and regarded the individual lay
he wou’d use the silver ing- ts ai d no perteet health, aud very much encouraged, aud also used different proprietary medicines.
and then my recovery was brought about in I succumbed to a siege of the grip in the
writes Mr». Florence Hunter, of Corley, Logan
On F't'iuary 15 anil 16 March 1.2,15
other silver in making the new lot of rather a peculiar way, after all.”
Co.. Ark.
I miscarried four times; could get no ing his supper as a curiosity.
middle of winter, and was left in a much aud 1C, April 5,0 19 anel 20, May 3, 4. 1
medicine to do me any good. I concluded to try
worse condition. My kidneys were fearfully
“ Tell iue about it, said the reporter.
“
WeP,
”
she
interrogated,
placing
a
spoons
and
folks.
the ’ Favorite Prescription * and after taking
Well, to begin at the beginning,” said the disordered, and my digestion became very and IP, 1897, Btinie-eckera’ excmsio i tickseveral bottles of it I made my husband a present fork geometrically straight on the table
professor, “ I was aboat as stout a lad for my poor. A minister in conference learning of ra* will t* s>'ld h> tin-1 I veland, Akron A
of a fine girl. I think it is the best medicine in
Au iiifu.t rltild nf ValentineCeabrie. age as any of the boys. I put in my time my condition advised me to try Dr. Williams’ tnlunihus tailwai, i<» ne rly every poiu
the world.”
cloth.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets: One is a
f Pottsmoiith, crawled to a can of studiously at school, endeavoring to educate Pink Pilla for Pale People. I had heard about n 'he W-*>i, North and Northwest. S utti
“
I
was
wondering,
”
he
said,
cowftised,
wonderful curative powers of this medi and Stnnhwe-t at rates nf &Im>ui one fnte fur
laxative, two a mild cathartic.
xitasii that had been h ft «<n the floor myself for the professions. After completing the
common course I came here, and graduated cine, but it was with reluctance that I was ih* round trip
l’ar
co'iit-inplaiing i
“why—why---- ”
.
tnd smeared its hands and face with it the
the theological coarse. I then entered persuaded to try it, as it seemed that nothing iri|> wili do well to »ee or wri'eto any (1
Within the past year, among the ia an excellent one, and do not hesitab n» fore tieiug dt-covered. It is terribly from
“Why I mended it with white cotton?
the ministry, and accepted the charge of a could benefit me. However, I used three
V.itC
railway
ag*n»
for
rareof far*, I in.
burned aud will probably die.
United Brethren Church at a small place in boxes of pills, taking them strictly according its of tickeia and full information.
thousand of hearty testimonials lo the to recommend it to the suffering.”
Because I couldn’t find black.”
Kent County, Mich. Being of an ambitious to directions, and by the time the last dose
Then he ventured to study the speak wonderful curative powers of Paine’s' To post]ton3 ai such a vital time as
Jane Ewing, aged 16, living at Spring nature, I was a constant student, and applied was used, I was almost completely cored, and
ONE-WAY BETTI.Eks’ KATES.
ry diligently to my work and studies, in better health than for years before. I kept
er’s face, and noted that her eyes were celery compound that have been re- this regulating the nerves and purifying field Mine, three miles north <»f .hn kOn ths fi'St and third Mondays and
on
taking
them
awhile
longer,
and
now
I
am
began
to
notice
that
my
health
was
due, dark blue, aud that her mouth ceived by Wells, Richardson & Coni- the blood is a serious mistake. Men ■(on, was so frightfully burm-d that she failing, and after awhile it began to interfere entirely cured, with no signs whatever of any fuesdava in each cslei dar inon'h until
■ •annot live. She was standing before
trouble. I can cheerfully recom May IS, 189", incln»iv*, the Cleveland, Akcurved prettily. Her attire was care pany—among the thousands of grate- ‘ and women distressed hv nervous an open grate when a coal rolled cut with my duties. My first trouble was indi returning
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troubles
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the
effects
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less, even to untidiness, at which he
tnd ignited her clothing.
Such was Professor Bowman’s wonderful
troubles also brought on nervousness.
“My physician prescribed for me for some story which was further endorsed by an affi settler’s tickets st very low rsiw to nearly
winced. Her clothes did not seem to town in the country, there have come! cannot afloid now to lose a day before
eve<v I'Oiut in the South, Soulhenst oi
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South*e»t. A ny iH-isou conteinplaiiug lo
lielong to her; she only wore them, and no Res than t-ix 1.rally iidoiu n ti ls fakir g advantage of Paine’s celery cotn- urer of Pickaway comity, against Henry mate, as it was my only remedy. I finally
Lyman J. SCCDDER, Notary Public.
in the southern country will do well
Judy, for omitted tuxes on personal di«i as he requested and was some improved. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People eating
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE. through them her figure revealed the frommembers of the national house of p( and.
Soon after this I came here. I was professor contain all the elements necessary to give io write to or »ee any C., A. AG. railway
property
for
the
vests
of
1890-1-2-3-4-6,
slenderness of an overgrown child. He representatives.
In order to avoid disappointment amounting to $2,000, and penalties <»1 in physics and chemistry and later on was new life and richness to the blood and re agent, who will cheerfully give rates of
financial agent of this college. The change ’ store shattered nerves. They are sold in fa-e limits <>f tickets and all other inf >rniathe merican all lue watched her hands moving like quick All were willing that their experience, accept nothing hut Fame's celeiy com $1,078. has l»een compromised by the seemed
to agree with me, aud for awhile my boxes (never in loose form, by the dozen or tion «n application with psrtii nlsrs <>f the
silver over the table, and listened to the should be published, believing rightly pound. A clerk who tries to sell some defendant allowing judgment to be reu health was better, but my duties were heavy, hundred) at 50 cents a box, or six boxes for trip 'leaited
is not poisonous or injurious to health
dered against him for $1 600 and costs. and again I found that my trouble was return $2.50, aud may be had of all druggists or
or fabrics. It is the delight of tho laund aggressive creaking of her shabbily that they might thus do good to otheis. thing t Ise than what people a»-k for is
ing. This time it was more severe and in the directly by mail from Dr. Williams’ Medi
shod
feet.
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net
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sled.
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ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
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Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be tried to imagine her decked in cuffs and
to j refits more lhanlo the good of iutheC<>urt of Common Pleas tha'I’he
published, the letters received from eje
ware of Imitations. Ask your grocer for tho
cutb mors
County Commissioners have me right to
Kcal
Executor
’
s
sale
of
collar and a few more hairpins.
pursuance of an order of the Probate
Congressmen, Meredith, Bell, Grout and
build turnpikes alongside old roads nr
IN Court
of Knox county, Ohio. I will offer
SHERIFF’S SALE.
AMERICAN BALL BLUE
“The mole is beginning to see,” she Powers.
There can be no substitute for Paine’s preliminary surveys. This d» ei.-inn wi!l
for sale at public auction, on
Estate.
and be sure yon get the genuine thought, as she whisked about the room,
save Gallia county tax psters thnus
Tbnrsday, tbe 20th day of May. 1SR7.
Now comes a letter from Congress celery compound.
Sarah J. Bowland
pursuance of an order of the Probate
article, which has a red stripe in the consciously.
ands of dollars.
vs.
IN Court
of Knox county, Ohio. I will offer At 1 o'clock p. m.. upon the premises, one
This
lias
been
shown
time
and
time
man Robert Neill of Arkansas,as follows:
middle of tho package.
Lewis
G.
Welker
et
at.
for sale, at public auction, on
mile north of Howard. Ohio, the following
I suppose she would be called a ‘Dor
Erneet G. Lyons, a Maine hunter, I as
Knox Common Pleas.
described real estate, situate in the county
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Y virtue of an order of sale issued out of
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Knox and State of Ohio, to-wit:
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At Cande, near Algiers, France, a for sale at the door ot the Court House, in lowing described real estate:
Morrow county, died Friday.
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S. military district, bounded and described
she is—how pretty!”
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links right tree on township line between poles to the place of beginning, containing
he possessed a mulish tendency.
township six and seven and running thence nineteen and three-fourths acres, more or ed bv Jonathan McArlor to Meshac Crltchfield!
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Deed
Records.
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The Pnvith, Crawford & Treal well on
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denly in the office, and he made his his waistcoat widi love’s eloquence, but
tot 18 76 and 77-KW poles to a stone from made by R. S. French and wife to John PP. pages 302-303: also deeded by Meshac
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See
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Mechanical
north 88*^ degrees, west 2ot and 30-liX) poles county.
lie had decided to put his fate to the courage to touch her. As she turned
barrels an hour.
Terms of sale—$100 to be paid on day of
many days.”
to a stone in the countv road on the west line
Also the following described real estate, sale, and balance of one-third of the pur
test on Esister Monday, being a special the muffin over, he decided desperately ly he picked it up while the low voice of lot ,7: thence south IX degrees, west 76 situate
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and
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to
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corner
of
twelve (12) In the countv of Knox and from dav of sale: one-third to be paid in
day, and one likely to color the occasion that “when the other side was done,” he murmured on about * Somebody’o” vii
17 to a stone from which there Is no rangeof
Ohio, to-wit: Bounded on the north one year, and one-third in two years from
You Should Not Hesitate. abruptness of speech, and he shifted in with brightness. There was a week to would say something, however wild and tin's and goodness, and the little house lot
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to
look
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Gambier
to Millwood, being an extension of
per cent, interest per annum, pavable an
If you are troubled with dyspepsia,
the good in which he could live in the stupid; that the finish of that muffin that “Somebody” had fixed upon; and containing 94 acres, more or less. Being the Wiggin street in the said town of Gambier: 6nually.
ELI A WOLFE.
“Jenny,” he said, solemnly, “if I were
same land devised to Lewis O. Welker by his on the east 39.06 rods by lands formerly
finally,
the
nobility
aud
devotion
of
that
Assignee of James Dawson.
or liver aud kidney trouble, Dr. John
heaven of his imagination. He grudged should see her resting in his arms, and
father, William Elliott Welker, bv wlU dat owned by the said John wow: on the south
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and
recorded
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will
yZ^ll’s Pills will cure you. “I find
bv land formerly owned by R. S. French:
the nights which were passed in sleep,'the joy of his life begun. He cont “wonderful “Somebody.”
nevs for Assignee.
record, volume 1, page Ml. et seq.. to which oh the west 39.06 rods by 'lands formerly
books on the shelf there. You’ve dust
will reference is hereby had for greater owned bv George Brown and Michael Lvons.
Dx. 5 si's Pills a good remedy for dys
end woke to count with regret another pared the long, lonely emptiness of the
Stephen
listened, and the half- xpeci certainty
of description?
containing 8 acres, more or less, and oeing
pepsia and biliousuess, aud I do not ed them for so long. While upstairs I day nearer to the end of his suspense. pH8t with the warm promise of the fu- ant smile on his lips straightened into
Also the following described premises sit the same lands deeded by R. S. French and
LEGAL mice.
wa< thinking---- ”
uate in the county of Knox and the state of wife to John Crow. March 6th, 1868. and re
hesitate to recommend them to every
Finally, his natural nervous terror over ture, and laughed aloud, exultingly. two sharp lines. lie 1 uighed a little Ohio and being in the third (3) quarter of corded in Deed Record 59. page 183, of the
(UAMUELMcCAMMENT (3d), residing some
“Nonsense!" she interrupted. “You
seventh (7) township in the eleventh (11) deed records of said county.
one ia need of such a medicine. T. J.
powered his yearning.
He juggled Trepidation had given away to confi- imitation laugh in re?pouse to In r. full the
where In the State of Kansas-. Samuel
range. United States Military lands, and
Appraised together as one tract at 11.800.00. ”
have the blues, I guess.”
R. McCamment. residing at Hutchinson
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of
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one
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as
by
plat
and
with his reason in persuading himself elence. It was all so near, almost with one as she unconsciously hurst his survey of the Indian held farm or Ash farm Terms of sale: Cash on dav of sale.
Burke, Davenport, Ia.” Dr. JohnW.
Kansas: Mary Bruce. George G. McCamment
Although her tone was tart, tire form
MICHAEL
CROW,
Ellen McCamment, residing at Effing
that any day would he as good as the in his hands! In a few more seconds he pretty air-bubble. For an instant he made bv D. C. Lewis, County Surveyor, Executor of the estate of John Crow.- de and
Bull’s Pills (sixty in a box) cost but 25
ham. Ill.: Susa McWilliams, residing at Pine
er gentleness in her manner remained
March 9? 10 and 11.18»>4. and described as'fol
one determined.
Bluff.
Arkansas: James S. McCammeut. re
scants: trial box. 10 cents, at all dealers,
would
be
breathing
a little prayer of was tempted to make an outcry of th lows: Commencing at the north-east cor ceased.
April 2lst. 1897.
She stirred the fire and laughed. It was
siding at Sterling. Kansas: Adam McCam
of lot No. 25 in said quarter, thence 89
‘I am going to spend my Easter holi thankfulness. In a lew seconds----Lr by mail. A. C. Meyer & Co., Bal
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and
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to
a
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such a cheery laugh that he caught it
is unknown, will take notice that on the 30th
thence north 1 degree, east 83 and 24-100
days away—with some relations,” he
timore, Md. Don’t buy a counterfeit.
“You must wish me a double happi the next —
dav of March. 1897. Samuel H. Davidson filed
poles to a stake on the south bank of Owl
from her, and responded huskily:
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S
SALE.
Sold by
his petition In the Common Pleas Court of
told Jenny, jerking out the lie. “I’m ness this Easter,” she was saying in a
“This muffin is spoilt,” he said, slow creek: thence with the south and east edge
Knox county, Ohio, in case No. 5653. against
Craft & Taugher, East Side Public Square.
“Don’t go, Jenny; you do me good!
of said Owl creek as follows: South 57X de
going to have some—some jolly times.” soft, shy voice. “I am going to be mar- ly blowing at the smudgy ash marks grees. west 64 poles: thence south 3X de
the above named parties and others, pray
Columbus Ewalt. guardian
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vs.
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west
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and
32-100
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south
William Simpson, a young farmer,
“I hope you will,” she said with sin riejel at Whitsuntide.”
“Let’s try another, Jenny.”
title
be quieted to the following described
Robert
Miller
et
al.
11 degrees, west 18 and 36-100 rods: thence
living at New Moorefield, was killed by ing the gas and drawing the blind, and cerity. “Holidays in a lodging house
Knox (Common Pleas.
real estate, situated in Jackson township
south 10 degrees, east 10 and 20-100 rods to
Knox
couniv. Ohio: Being 80 acres, beinf
Y
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of
an
order
of
sale
issued
out
of
the north line of said lot No. 2S-. thence
was careful to walk on her toes.
a log rolling on him.
must be awful. I was sorry for you at
south 22 degrees, east 4 and 76-100 rods; B the Court of Common Pleas of Knox the north fialf of the northeast quarter o:
I like to hear your shoes creaking,
thence 46 degrees east 50 rods; thence north countv. Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer section 22. township 5. and range 10; also 12
Christmas.”
89 degrees, east 94 rods to the east line of tor sale at the door of the Court House, In acres in section 19. township 5. and rang* 10.
he said. “That was one of the things I
Said parties are required to answer on or
said lot No. 25: thence north 2 degrees, east Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on
“Were you, Jenny?”
before the 24th day of Mav. 1897. or judg
38 rods to the place of beginning,
missed upstairs.”
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more
He laid a detaining hand on her
I The Chameleon
SAMUEL H. DAVIDSON.
or less.
She lingered a little while, and finally
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m.. of
Plaintiff.
shoulder as she moved to the door. Ifj
First tract appraised at $2,000.
said day. the following described lands and L. B. Houck and-J. W. McCabkon, Attorney
went away in a hurry.
Second tract appraised at $1,500.
tenements, to-wit:
he had not previously tortur* d hi.nself
for Plaintiff.
can change the color of
Terms
of
sale:
Cash.
“I wonder if she’s too old to hang
Being lot numbered four-hundred and
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
enough, he might have risk'd every
sixty-five (465) In Thomas’ Addition to the
his complexion. If your
Sheriff. Knox county. Ohio.
up her stocking on Christmas Eve?” he
town,
now city, of Mt. Vernon, Knox County,
Cooper & Moore. Attorneys for Plaintiff.
hope at that moment, and spe-ken. He
Ohio.
complexion be yellow,
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. April 26. 1897.
s ililoquized. “Should like to put in
Appraised at $2.tU).
said something incoherently relative to
Terms of sale—Cash.
some bon-bons, and some hairpins, and
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
“a jolly bank holiday” for herse-lf, and ]
PEmra nils
Paragon Tea
some ribbon and lace—things like other
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
mildly cursed his stupidity when the op
W.
L.
McElkoy and H H & R. M. Greek. At
girls wear. Perhaps she would call that
LEGAL
.WILE.
torneys
for
Plaintiff.
portunity had slipped from him.
___
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. May 26. 1897.
will turn it to a clear pink.
’rubbish,' though.”
It was on the day Stephen ran away i
The only safe, sure and
LANCHE ARCHER. Benjamin Archer, a
25 cents at druggists.
“You’re . overworking,” Jenny re
B
minor over 14 years of age. Ralph Arch
reliable "Female Pill ever
to spend his vacation, in another stcer.
a
minor
over
14
rears
of
age.
and
Marv
S. R. Fei< & Co., Chemiit*, Cleveland, O.
in irked, meeting him on the stairs one
offered to Ladies. Espe
AUMH18TRAT011'8 AUTICE.
Archer, a minor under 14 vears of age. each
ond floor silting room in the next street,
cially recommended to
and all of whom reside at’No. 352 54tn street,
morning.
OTICE is hereby given that the under
that Jenny became engaged to the
married Ladies. Ask for
in the city of Chicago, in the county of N signed has been appointed and qualified
The sallowness of his face had deep
Cook, in the State of Illinois, will take’no Administrator of the estate of
*!old at H. M.Or en'a Diug 8 ore
MOTT’S
drawing
room
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tice
that
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day
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A.
D.,
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------ -------------•—
ened, and his shoulders were more con
SAMUEL FOWLS.
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Archer
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her
petition
in
the
Com

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
When at 4 o’cloe k on the hank holi
John Dunkin, of Dunkinsville, has tracted. He shrank away from her so
mon Fleas Court of Knox county. Ohio, in late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the
and take no other. Send for circular.
case number .VW7. against the above named Probate Court of said county.
day Stephen Lamb let himself into his
been arrested on the charge of shooting
xtra value. Sold everywhere. Made
parties and others praving for partition of
April 27, 1897.
Price 8100 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00.
with intent to kill Ben Bradford. Duu- licitude, magnifying it to himself when old apartments with the latchkey and
S. C. HORN.
the following described real estate, situate
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
alone.
At
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he
stealthily
Administrator.
in
the
county
of
Knox
and
State
of
Ohio,
OR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
can gave bond.
St. Louis,
New York,
Boston,
Philadelphia.
crept up to his own parlor with the
and being in range 12. township 5. quarter 4,
L. B. Houck, Attorney.
Sold by Ed. Devet We«f Side Public Square.
studied his countenance in the mantleand
being
lot
11
ajid
the
east
part
of
lot
lo,
par
stealth of a burglar, ho had found his
Don’t Tobacco Spit aud Smoke Your Life piece mirror, observing critically that
containing 222 acfes. more or less.
Away.
own society in unfamiliar surroundings
Also the following described real estate,
When In doubt what to ute fo«
If you want to quit tobacco using easily his features were sharpening.
situate in said state, county, range, town
t«x) depressing.
Nervous Debility. Lose of Power.
ship and quarter, and being'lot 15 and j>art
and forever, be made well, strong, magnetic,
“I suggert a man in love?” he mutter
Impotencv, Atrophy,Varicocele and
of lot 14. containing 285 acres, more or less.
full of new life aud vigor, take No-To-Bac,
“I’ll do it tonight,” he muttered,
other weaknesses, tri m any cause,
Also the following described real estate,
tho tvouder-worker that makes weak men ed, his mouth twitching in comical dis
use Sexme Pills. Drains checked
situate in said state, county, range, town
strong. Many gain ten pounds in ten days. may. “And I am forty-nine—and look c >uching in the' arm chair. “The first
and full vigor quickly restored.
ship and quarter. and being the west part
Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac from
If
net Irt'Ue. rr.sil faulty.
350,000
CURED IN 20 YEARS. :
time I see her I’ll say—I’ll say-----”
;
of lot 18, containing 18 acres, more or less.
Mailed for $1.09;0 boxes $5.00. With
your own druggist, who will guarantee a it!”
Also the following described real estate,
$5.00
orders
we give a guarantee io
cure. Booklet and sample mailed free. Ad.
situate In said state, countv. township and
He mumbled and shivered and started
\&&’CURES GUARANTEED OR NO PAY!
By and by h'n distress gave way to a
or refund the n.oney. Address
range and in quarter 1. and' being the south
RENEW LOST VIGOR cure
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lOoctyl
Ch tries Fiery, 1G-year-r id Imy of Mt. in its conscious hopelessness. But he house, untii the door opened suddenly
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-CANNOT CURB OF
situate in the said state, county, township
Sterling, was run over ly cast bound
and he shrank into the utmost limits of ‘
and range and in quarter 1, and being the
SELF-ABUSE, EniSSlONS, VARICO
freight train No. 190, and instantly kill hugged the spasm lo his breast, filling it the chair. It was Jenny, carrying a
north-west part of lot 8. and containing 187
with illusive hopes, until it had fastened
CELE, CONCEALED DRAINS, STRICT
and three-fourths acres, more or less.
ed.
Also the following described real estate,
on the very pivot ot his lonely exist bedroom candle. She went straight to
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Did You Ever
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and
range and in quarter 1. and being the
ence.
It
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with
a
painful
effort
that
PARTS,
LOST
MANHOOD,
IMPOTEN

Try Electric Bitters as a remedy tor your
east
central
part of lot 8 and containing 50 The Celebrated Specialist, of the France Medical institute, will be at the CIRTIS llnlSE, MT.
troubles? If not. get a battle now and gel he fixed the date of hia proposal: and steady intere?st. He saw that she wore
CY, NERVOUS DEBILITY, UNNAT
acres, more or less.
Also
the
following
described real estate, TEUM, WKNE8MY, MAY 1‘J, Iron 9 a. ra. to 5p. m. One bay Only.
relief. This medicine lias been found to le he looked forward to the day as a man a new gown, and that her hair was all
URAL DISCHARGES, ETC.
situate in the county of Knox, and state of
jiecu I ia rly adap’ed to the relief and cure of
pinned
up.
There
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a
festive
im

Ohio,
and
in
range
11. townships, and in
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder anticipates hia execution, with a feverish
A SUCCESSFUL SPECIALIST FOR 20 YEARS.
section 17. and being part out of lot No. 9.
ful direct influence in giving t-trength ano hope of a timely reprieve. W’hat if she portance about the lace frills at her
containing 1 and 75-100 acres, more or less.
nexperience, remarkable skill and universal success for the past twenty
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of
All of the above described real estate being
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and
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made
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un

years in Ohio, entitles him to the full confidence of the afflicted.
premises owned bv Benjamin Bell in his
Appetite. Constipation, Headache. Faint! >g shattered his dreams with a laugh of de
familiar
to
his
eye.
life time and of which he died seizedHR
ha*1 no ssperior in diagnosing and treating diseases .and deforSpells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable. rision? The doubt came to him sud®
™
™ nt if ipm
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Ss m r 1/ !«■*“» 1 .4
A <-*»«*•* **v«r4 t' $« mw ■ a
Said prayer is also for a decree finding
Melancholy or troubled whh Dizzv Spells
“I hardly knew you, Jenny,” he said
Diseases of-the-Eye,
A 5EBVOC3 WKZCX.
that the above named parties defendant
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DISEASES
Electric Bittera is the medicine you need
Kidney,
Liver,
Bladder,
have
no
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estate
in
the
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prop

in a dry whisper. “I came hack half
Health and Strength are guaranteed by i«»
that has never failed iu thouKandsof cases that had been pronounced beyond hope. It costs
erty and for general equitable relief.
HOW 10 FIND OUT.
grave through EAKLY IMDISCRbTUNS. EX ..SMB. AND LOUD bKt-ASEA. HI
Said parties are required to answer on or
no more to employ an expert, than to risk your lilt .rith an inexperienced physician.
an hour ago,” he explained, as she con
use. Large bottlea only fifty cenla at O- K
you havo any of the following symptoms consult us l>cforo It Is t«o l.it*. Are vou nerbefore
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day
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or
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Baker and Son Drugstore
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veus and weak* dthjpondenx and gloomy, specks before ihc eyes with dark cirvlna under I
fronted him with a gasp of surprise. “I
ment mav be taken against them.
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ture decay, bone pains, hair loose, sore throat etc.
1
burglarizing D. M. Stevens’ clothing a sediment or settling indicates an “I’ll put a match to the fire—it is laid.” '
store at Circleville.
YOU HAVE SEMINAL WEAKNESS I
unhealthy condition of the kidneys.
He sat there shivering while the
OUR NEW AiETrlOD THEATMENT alono can
When urine stains linen it is positive fagots crackled.
cure you. and make a man of you. Vnderits Influ
There is Nothing So Good.
ence
the brain becomes active, the blood purified
SHERIFF’S SALE
“A new rig, Jenny, eh?”
There is nod ing jn«» as pool as I)r evidenex? of kidney trouble. Tooireepient
that all pimples, blotches and ulcers dlsappt ar;
King’s New Dircovtoy for Consumption, desire to urinate or pain in the back,
tho nerves become strong as steel, so that nervous
“Yes; I thought I had traileel about in I
Wilmot Sperry
ness, bashfulness and dcsi<ondency disappear;
Coughs, and Colds, so dr in Shut n and d
vs.
tho eyes become bright, Jho face full and clear,
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body,
and
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physical
&
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He will n it claim there is any and bladder are out of order.
enough, so I gently hinted at being fitted
Knox Common Pleas.
and fw vnal systems are invigorated; all drains
■> Y virtue of an order of sale issued out
thing
but in order to make in re
ceaso-no more vital waste from the system. The
up like other girls.”
of the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
WHAT TO DO.
various organs become natural and manly. You
profit be may i-'aint eonietbing elrr to be
county.
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a
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and
know
marriago
cannot
be
“
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than
other
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jiret as good. Ymt.want Dr. King’s Ne
There is eximfort in the knowlege so
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----”
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free
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let
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that Dr. Kilmer’s
and reliable, and pnarante*d to do good or often expressed,
and fakirs rob you of your hard earned dollars,
its will cure you or no pay.
money refund'd Fo» Coughs, Colds. Cot
Saturday, the 2$!h day of May, 1S97,
8wamp-Root, the great kidney remedy The muffin bell in the street gave him 1
sumption and f»r a 1 affections Thr->at,
an inspiration. “I could just eat a muf-!
Between the hours of l p.'m. and 3 p. m. of
L-i. •
HAS TOUR BLOOD BEEN DISEASED!
Cheat and Lungs, there is nothing so good fulfills every wish in relieving pain in
said day. the following described lands and
SYPHILIS is the most prevalent and most serious
tenements, to-wit:
as is Dr. King’s New Discovery. Trial the back, kidney’s, liver, bladder and fin,” he said, betraying some excite
BI.OO.j disease. It saps the very life blood of tho
Situate in the county of Knox and State of
-a.
.1
bottle free at Geo R Baker A&?n« drug every part of the urinary passages. inent. “Get enough for us both, Jenny,
victim and unless entirely eradicated from the sys
Ohio,
to-wit:
store.
3
tem will affect the offspring. Beware of Mercury
nEUKDITABY BLOOD DI5E V
Being all that lot or parcel of land situate
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The coals had flamed and burned red
The home of Newton King burned to scalding pain in passing it, or bad
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led a gay life, or indul ;< 1 in the folli.-s
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feel
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U. S. military lands. Being all of
the ground at Ravenna Loss 125,0(10.
when she returned with the muffins and
siid lot which was conveyed by Henry B.
v; n
’^ornChn';r.r.
vMWy’
Qn l »<*xua|ly you are not th" maa
The house was located just beyond the beer, and overcomes that unpleasant the tea tray. As she knelt on the
dajn"eTBi"nals?rB,,OUld
Lusttu PracUccs reap rich harvests. Will yeu heed the
Curtis to Noble Wier, by deed dated Decem
ber 10, 1853. and by said Wier and wife to
reach of the fire ct ntpany, on the out necessity of being compelled to get up
W. A. FRANCE. M. 0., President.
L. F. VOKE, M. D., Physician in ChargeDaniel Hatton, by'deed dated February I3th.
P r A f) I R I
T°u. lost hope? Are yon contemplati:i t m-.rrlage? I
many times during the night to urinate. hearthrug with the toasting fork, she
skirts of the city.
it?' , , ” !. lia,.T“u
b"en diseased/ liav.- you any weakn-s*? Our N-w Ab-thod
1882. save and except the following tract
The mild anel the extraordinary effect was sensible of his scrutiny.
FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
Treatment will cure you. What ithas done for others it will do for you. Coasuttation
thereof sold to John Jackson, Jr., by J. W.
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
^5**'
has treated yon. write for an honest opinion Free of charge,
Jackson, administrator of said Daniel Hat
38 <140 W. Gay St.. Columbus, 0. One block M. o' State House. Incorporated *86. Capital. $300,000
“Do you think that two people could
charges reasonable. Books Free.—••TheBolden Monitor” dllustran.il, on Diseases of I
Don’t Waste Money.
ton. now deceased, and descrilted as follows:
stands the highest for its wonderful cures
| ..b*ti. Inclose postag". 2 cents. Sealed. Book on "Diseases of Women" Fr
PS-’ FRANCE, of New York, the well known aud successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
Beginning at a stake 57 and 7-1U0 rods east of
live
on
£120
a
year
and
not
be
uucomj
Ear« on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
WRITTEN
rnl
n
the southwest corner of said lot No. 6. which
Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby Syrup is an of the most distressing cases. If you fortable?” he asked, without prelude.
| wen"aa-NO
’FREE"NAMES USED
e"*WITHOUT
e,OpeS' Ever)th
n9 CONSENT
confidential.PWVATE
QuestionNamedicine
list an j "Uii
of CO
Treab
FRANCE
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms ot Chronic. Nervous end Private Diseases mil be suc
corner is marked by a stake: thence north 3
need a medicine you should have the
cessfully treated on the most Scisrtilic principles. lie is ,-bly assisted by a full corps of eminent
excellent carminative for babies suffer best. Sold by druggists, price fifty cents
degrees,
east
129
and
13-100
rods
to
a
stone
on
“If the woman had any grit in her— 1
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known special
speciabst
in his profession.
’st ih
the south line of John Jackson's 20-acre
ing from ilatuleney,wind-colic and grip and one dollar. You ntay have a yes,” she answered, promptly.
tract: thence south 87^4 degrees, east 33
IMPORTANT TO LAOIES.-Uk. France, after
ory. Weak Back, Melancholy, Want of
and 5-100 rods to a stone: thence south
years of experience, has discovered the
Energy, Premature Decline of the Manly
ing. "1 have used Dr. Bull’s Baby sample bottle aud pamphlet both sent
N°ClLEVEULAND,/aE '
greatest cure known for all diseases peculiar
“I am sure that she has!”
3 degrees, west 78 and 53-luO rods along the
Powers- those terrible disorders arising
west line or side of B. Harris' land to a
to the sex. Female diseases positively cared
Syrup in my family for a number of free by mail. Mention the Banner
from
ruindns practices of yonth, blighting
“Then I shouldn’t lose any time,” el e
aud send your address to Dr. Kilmer
stake; thence south 87X degrees, east 43
by a new method. The cure is effected by
the most radiant hopes, rendering marriage
years aud can cheerfully recommend it Co , Binghamton, N. Y. The proprietors advised. “You live such a dreary, veg-1
home treatment. Entirely harmless and
rods to a stone: thence south 4*< degrees,
unhappy,annually sweeping toan untimely
west 50 and 16-100 rods along the west line of
easily applied. Consultation and Correspondgrave, thousands of exalted talent and bril
as being the best soothing syrup for of this paper guarantee the genuineness etable kind of life.”
encs Free and Strictl, Confidential.
Gardner’s land to a stone: thence north 8*x
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the
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degrees,
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the
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Bring sample of urine for microscop
children that I have ever used. Law of this offer.
success in the treatment of Catarrh, Siomsch,
“Dreary, vegetable kind of life!” he
of beginning.
ical examination. XCases and corres
SHAVE WITH.”
Kidney, Bladder, Ner-ous, Chronic and Special
The
land
intended
to
be conveyed by this
pondence
confidential. Treatment sent C.
rence Horan, Fairmont, W. Vo.”
echoed.
diseases of men an.i women. After years
mortgage is estimated to contain 40 acres,
O. D. to any part of U. S. Book and list of
Mothers, don’t waste money on substi
more or less.
of experience,1 he. has perfected the most
Her advice had opened the way for
lJuquestions, free. Address DR. FRANCE, 38
Appraised at $735.un.
infallible method of curing Vital Draiu in
W. G-i St„ Columbus, 0. No money required ol
tutes. Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby Syrup
him. Why couldn't he plunge into it? j
Terms of sale—Cash.
Urine, Nocturnal Losses, Impaired Meturesponsible parties to commence treatment.
JUSTUS
D.
SMOOTS,
costs hut 25 cents; see that you get it.
Why couldn’t he do the thing like other
Sheriff. Knox County. Ohio.
CONSULTATION
FREE
Aft
’
D
STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL
Sold by
H. H. i R. M. Greek, Attorneys for Plaintiff.
elfowr? His heart was thumping under
IS THE PROPER THING FOR HOUSE-CLEANING.
( raft & Taugher, East Side Public Square
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, April 28 1897.

Another U. S. Congressman Indorsed
Paine’s Celery Compound.
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Miniature Facsimile.

n

New for 97

The Wonderful New Process
Vapor Stove.
New Process Blue Ehtiite Oil
Slove.
Smokeless General ing* (*'a -oline Stoves.
Mick less lllne' Flame Oil
Stoves,
------ AND A--------

Complete Line of Other Styles
of Gasoline* Stoves.
------ AI.8O------

All Sizes Hard Wood Refriger
ators-

MAX MEYERS,

B

(

DR. MOTT’S

WEAK, NERVOUS, DISEASED MEN

The New Method Treatment is the
Greatest Diseaveryof tha Age

DRS. KENNEDY & KERGAN,

OLIO

Curtis

House,

Mt. Vernon,

Wednesday,

May

19.

301 W. GAMBIER ST.

Also all kinds of Hard and Soft

PROFESSIOXAL CARDS.
W.

E. GRAN T,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFICE Rooms 1 and 2. Banning Build
ing, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

O

oct31 tf

A. K. McIXTIKF,
ATTORNEY AM) COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.
FFI
FICE opposite the Court House. Mt.
18jan9t
V ernon, Ohio.

O

Frank Moons
COOPER & MOORE.
ttorneys at law. office 112
Main street, Mt. Vernon. 0.

W. 0. Cooper.

A

Money to Loan.

nsitranee to Sell.

C. W. MuKEE,
t ENERAL INSURANCE AGENT. OfT fite 8. W. cor. Public Squhre and
H igh street.

G

E. C. BEGGS,
EN TAL SURGEON
Office—Ro. 12, P.
Main Street. Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
ephone—New company—Residence, 167; of
fice, 191.
♦

D

L. IL Houck,
A TTORNEY-AT-LA W

Office in Rog111 South Main
street, Mt. Vernon, O. Rooms 2 and 3.
Second floor

PHYSICIANS.

D%

E. R. EGGLESTON.
Office »ml Res.derice, 118 East Gambier
street. Ml. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours-2 to 4 p. in.
Telephone calU-'Home company, No. 169
3ell company, No 32.

c. K. CONARD, M. D ,

H-.me- fathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi
dence—Gambier Street.
Office Hours —8 to 10 a. tn., 2 to 4 and 5
to 8 p. m.
24aprly

JOHN E RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office— West side of Main si reel.four doors
north of Public Square, Mt Vernon, Ohio,
relephone No 7-1.
Resiil-nce—East Gambier street
Tele
phone 73.
29sept87

DR GEORGE B. BUNN.
IAN AND SURGEON,

OH YSie

Room 3 Roger*’ Blot k. Ill Kouth Main
'aire*t. Mt Vernon Ohio.
All profresionai calls by d-»y or nigh
prompt’y responded to.
June

£NOX COUNTY

TEACHERS’

EXAMIXATHnS.
1896-97.

Meetiuga for the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the
School Room,

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
The Second Saturday $f Ewry flenth,
KXCKPT JANUARY AND JULY.

Pupils’

Examinations

Trr first Saturday of April and May. Ex
aminations will commence at 8:30 o'clock a.
m. Address ail communications to the
Clerk ot Board of Examiners.
L. D. Roncbrake, Prest.,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
L. B. Honck, Clerk,

Mt. Vernon. Ohio.

O.BAMON
DRUGGISTS
MT. VERNON.
Sell

all the

Patent

OHIO,
Hedlrfnet

Advertised In thia Paper.

